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PRICE 4 CENT*

•So&tiUTJl

One of the Finest Appointed Resort Hotels in the State of Maine

Center o f the best Trout and Salmon Fishing
GOLF, TENNIS, MUSIC, BOATING, BATHING, AUTOING
Write for Booklet that will tell You all about it.

RAN G ELEY LAK ES H O TEL C O ., Rangeley, Maine
PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS

HOTEL BLANCHARD

On Cupsuptic Lake. Fishing unex
celled. Best of hunting. Special rates
In the center* of the Fish and Game for June, October and November.
Section. Write for booklet.
Write for booklet.
WESTON U. TOOTHAKER, Prop.,
HOTEL BLANCHARD,
8TRATTON M A IN E .
E. H . G R O S E . Prop.
Pleasant Island,
- Maine
STRATTOH MAINE "

One of the best all around fishjng and hunting camps in the Rangeley*.
;e, Pond and Stream fishing, all near the camps. The five mile river affords
|best of fly-fishing. Camps with or without bath room.
For particulars write for free circular to
.

Capt. E. F. COBURN,

LAKEWOOD CAMPS,

Middledam, Maine

Mountain View House I
y

M ountain View, Maine
For further particulars write or address

L- E. BOWLEY,
Mountain View,
»
•
»

M aine.|

The Piace Where You Can Always Find Unsurpassed Fishing.

T IM

P O N D

C A M PS

Individual Camps, Rock Fire-places, Fly and Bait Fishing. Lake and
Stream Fishing for Trout. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write for Booklet.

JU LIAN K. V ILE 3 & SON, Tim, Franklin Co., Me.

Ed. Grant’s Kennebago Camps
Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and
itream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Office
and Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars
and other information, write
ED. G R A N T & S O N C O .,
P. O . A d d r e s s , G r a n t’ s M e .
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.
.

I B A L D M O U N T A IN

C A M PS

M o u n ta in

M a in e

BatdlMountain Camps are situated at the foot o f Bald Mountain on Mooselookmegun tic Lake. Near the best fishing grounds, First class steam boat connections—Auto
road to camps— Telephone connections— T w o mails daily—W rite for free cirsular.
AMOS ELLIS, Prop’r..
Bald Mountain^ Maine

»
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SPEND YOUR

SUMMER VACATION
IN THE RANGELEY LAKE OR DEAD RIVER REGION IN

This territory is easy o f access being reached in ONE D AY
from Boston. * The summer climate is delightful, the nights are
always cool, the air clear and bracing, the accommodations at the
various resorts are ap-to-date, the scenery is grand, and there is
fine trout and salmon fishing, golf, tennis and good roads for
motoring.
The SANDY R IV E R & RAN G ELEY LAK ES RAILROAD
isjue a fine Guide Book which contains an accurate map o f this
Country. Address
F. N. BEAL,

General Manager,

Phillips, Maine.

MID-SUMMER
RUSH IN SEPT

GUESTS SHOULDER
THEIR GUNS

this week.
Mrs. A. A. Tilney and daughter, j
Miss Bertha Ti'ney of Brooklyn, N. ;
Y., were heartily greeted by old j
fnends on their arrival this
week !
and plan to stay until the
hotel!
Extreme Heat of Cities Keeps Many
Many at the Birches Are Out After
closes.
Guests at Lake House.
The following party from German
a Brace or Two of Birds.
town, Penn., after a week's stay, left
here to-day in tliejr car for the trip
(Special Corresoondence.)
through the^White Mountains: Mr.
The
Barker,
Mcioselookmeguntic
and Mrs. W. P. M. Braun, Miss Mil Lake, September 14.—Prof. Edward
dred Braun, Miss Anna E.
Holm, Gooodridge of Southburough, Mass.,
Miss Emetie Baker.
who has for several weeks been at
Dr. and Mrs. F. L. Warren, Mr. the sea shore is enjoying the Sep
and Mrs. W. S. Little of Bridgewat tember Lishing and expects to have a
Yc-rk that the last two days have er, Mass., have been enjoying the partridge for his supper to-morrownight.
This week lie has brought in
been the hotest ones of this sum past week at this hotel.
Mid Summer Luck In SePtEmB-eR
a good pair of salmon, weighing 4%
mer.
The following party who are tour pounds and 3 pounds.
There are now more people than
ing
in theiir automobiles..reached here
Dr. and Mrs. P. H. Ingalls of Hart
ever before enjoying , the
hos
to-day and will tarry a short time: ford, Conn., after a stay of over a
pitality of the Rangeley Lake House
Dr. and Mrs. Herman C. Pitts, Dr. month Vent heme Sunday, and the
the middle of the last month of the
Lucius Kingman, Mrs. E. A. King Doctor found this just the place for
season.
This is just the time for
man, Miss Kingman of Providence, R. rest and returned ready for a wint
the automobiles to come from all
er of hard work, but his 3% pound
directions, some to tarry only for Bristol, R. I.
I.; Mr. and Mrs. Henry S. Pitts of salmon was the largest he caught,
dinner while others remain for days.
C.
F. Hutchins of Boston came byas Mrs. Ingalls took the fish and
John Mason Tilney, who has been
train Monday night and Tuesday was the honors too, for luck was with
in New Y”ork this week is expected
joined by Mrs. Hutchins and their her and all congratulated her on
to return on Saturday.
daughter and husband, Mr.
and
The morning dancing classes of Mrs. G. G. Cracker and child, who landing a gamy 5% pound salmon
Miss Gladys Gilman of
Bradford, came by auto and as usual will that kept her on the anxious seat,
Mass/, continue to he very popular spend the last weeks of fishing at for more than an hour before she
brought the fish to net and David
both with the little ones and the Rangeley.
Haines the guide landed him.
A
grown ups.
Mrs. Myron L. Whit
Mr. and Mrs. Francis B. Fay of
comb of Haverhill, Mass., comes this New York, Mr. and Mrs. Wa’ do W. 4% pound'- salmon that she caught
week to be the guest cf Miss Oil Cole of Auburndale, Mass., who have just before going home was a beauty.
M. Hampton Todd who is here for
man at the farm.
been at the Balsams, Dixville Notch, the season with Ernest Goodwin
Mrs. Ralph Kendall has returned coming by the chain of lakes reach
guide, this week landing a pair of
from a week’s trip to Boston and ed here last evening and
express good salmon, one a 3-pounder, the
Providence, R. I.
themselves as greatly .pleased with other 5% pounds.
Hon. and Mrs. F. E. Boothby of tjiis their first, visit to Rangeley.
Mrs. Harry Farrington of Yonkers,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward B. Jordan,
Waterville were heartily greeted by
iN. Y., with Henry Bunker guide, re
Jr.,
of
Brooklyn,
N.
Y.,
are
among
their many old friends on their ar
cords a 3Yi pound salmon.
Mrs. W.
rival Friday for a week’s stay. Mr. the late comers who plan a ten days’
H. Stevens of Englewood, N. Y., one
was stay.
Boothby who for many years
pounds.
Otis Mason guide.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert M. Adams
General Ticket Agent for the Maine
Seme
of
the
younger people have
Central Railroad took a great interest and daughters and Miss Jackson of
been
successful
with rod and reel.
Nayatt,
R.
I.,
while
touring
Maine
in the development of, the Rangeleys
as well as other parts of the state in their automobile spent part of the Master DeQ. Richardson of Germanand no one lias done more to help
•make known Mane as thie play ground
cf the Nation.
Mr. and Mrs. Booth
by have done much to*help forward
many a good cause and they
are
known and loved nil over cur state.
They are accompanied by a wellknown Washington, D. C., lady, Mrs.
J. Eiken Gadshy, who has for years
been prominent in the Daughters of
the Revolution.
This is the first
time she lias had the pleasure of
visiting the Rangeleys and is charm
ed with the region.
Mrs. Gadsby
has with her an original pen and ink
sketch on parchment by the great
artist Rembrandt of himself, done in
the year 1635, which is a work of
art that those who are
interested
have much enjoyed seeing.
Theodore DeWitt of New York,
after several weeks at Grant’s, Kennebago, was here for a few
days

week here.
J. F. Lisccmib and Jos. W. Kilbcrn of Portland were here for over
Sunday.
Judge M. J. Mulqueen and son left
for New York this morning and the
family who have been here for the
season remain ten days longer.
The following party of well-known
Portland people motored up for over
Sunday:
Mrs. W. H. Milliken, Miss
E. B. Milliken, Mrs. S. E. Cole and
Mrs. George D. Libby.
>
Col. John Caswell of New York,
who has been in Vermont fcr two
weeks has returned for the last of
the fishing.
Miss L. V. Griffith and Miss J. K,
Flood of Philadelphia, who
came
from their home by auto are delight
ed with this hotel and remain for
some time.
(Continued on page

8. )

(Continued on page four.)

HUNTERS
guaranteed a shot at a deer this
season at
Deer Pond Camps
address F. S. SAVAGE, Prop.
E U S T IS .

-

-

-

M AIN E

STEAMBOAT SERVICE
on
ltANGEKEY LAKE
Boats leave Rangeley for South
Rangeley at 5.35 A. M- and 11.40
A . M „ where close connection is
made with Maine Central Rail
road trains fo r Portland, Boston
and New Y ork . Boats making
close connection at South Rangeley with trains from N ew Y ork ,
Boston and Portland, arrive at
Rangeley at 1.20 P. M. and
6.40 P. M,

SALMON, THE
KING OF FISH
Pennsylvania Angler Praises the
Quiananiche and the Fishing
at Upper Dam.
By W. A. Allen, Johnstown, Pa.

The tale
of a trout-fisherman
grown up to an appreciation of the
wonderful sport offered by the ouan-_
aniche or land-locked salmon is the
burden of this little story. Also per
haps its moral is that the light trout
tackle, if it is good, is big enough
even for the monsters, of the Upper
Dam pool, which only the elite of
the fishing cult attain, and where
the retention of anything less than a
three-pounder is a crime against all
the laws of men arid anglers.
From trout fishing in the mount
ain streams of Pennsylvania to lur
ing the salinon from the pools of the
Kennebago region might seem to be
a far jump, but in reality it is not
so different, except in the size of
the fish.
He who would visit the
Maine paradise in search of
the
lordly salmon may count also on such
trout fishing as he has seldom seen,
for four-pound specimens of fontinali3
are not rare.
And for fear that a note of jubil
ation herein may he taken as one of
too great self-esteem, I am going
to let it he known that so far as
the salmon are concerned I was a
veritable green-horn until last year
when I made my first trip and got a
taste of the wonderful sport offered
by ouananiche.
And so, when this
year I journeyed to the famed Up
per pool and with a 3Yz oz. rod cast
mv little flies forth on the waters
that shelter monsters, I had to face
a battery cf skeptical eyes
whose
owners were devoted to heavier rods
and leaders; and the greenhorn may
be pardoned a little note of self
congratulation when it is recorded
that lie upset the traditions of the
pool, the theories of-the salmon fish
ermen of years’ experience and the
stolidity of the Maine guides by tak
ing the most and the largest fish
■with his little Pennsylvania stream
outfit (at least his record stands
highest of the year as this is writ
ten).

From. John W. Cock and George not have the strength to meet the
Fdg, Jr., and a few others around emergency presented by a lively fourmy home city of Johnstown, I had pounder.
heard much cf Maina fishing and | Not presuming or to be or posing
last year made rny first pilgrimage |as an expert, I cannot generalize on
fo that region.
The result is, as an j the salmon and his ways, nor yet
ardent discipline of Old Izaak, I have do I care to spin my theory on tackput Maine on my list as the place le in detail.
Such information, as
above all others where I want to go was' gained by my experiences, how
each year, and if fortune smiles, I ever, I will be glad to give for the
shall build me a place in that an g-: benefit of the brethren, for like
ling paradise and spend the fishing j every true fisherman I want to see
moons there each year.
the other fellows try things my way
When I went this year to the fain- once or twice,
ed Upper pool, I tock with me an j Presuming that ye angler has
outfit that seemed to arouse the pity j equipped himself with the best to be
of the experienced salmon fisher- had in the way cf rod, line and leadmen on that pool. • My companion, eis, I shall go on to the flies, for
T. J. Fearl, of Johnstown, I had ad there are one or two things I learn
vised to take' a heavier outfit, but I ed about flies for salmon that seem
I find that the
was determined to see whether I interesting to me.
could handle the big fellows on the medium sized flies are the best, and
lightest of tackle, and it surely was No. 10 and 12 hooks seem to be the
Color I believe
some gratification to confound
the most killing sizes.
If a salmon
good-hearted sportsmen, who
took in, but not shades.
me aside and tried to point out the is inclined tc rise to the fly, it
eiror of my outfit, by taking more makes little difference what fly you
dor
salmon and bigger salmon on my use, but when they are lying
feather-light rig, during my stay than mant one must have proper and ef
did any of them, and some of them fective flies to attract the fish. I

SOME UPPER DAM BEAUTIES
have made this pool their Mecca for
years and knowr every stcne in it.
Lest the unwary reader be deceiv
ed, however, into trying any such
stunt with ordinary American-made
tackle, however, I will say that my
leaders and flies came all the way
from England and are the finest and
strongest that can he made,
that
the little red has been tried and
found true and strong as steel, and
that I would not think of depending
or. any ordinary outfit of the weight
of mine, because I kn ow . it wmitld
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A REAL BARGAIN

|

A fine set o f sporting camps in one o f Maine’ s best
| hunting and fishing territories is fo r sale. On a large pre1 serve. Excellent camps and many outlying ponds.

|
j

I

|

$3,000
f

S

1

spot cash takes it.

For further information write

MAINE WOODS,
P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E
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PROLONG YOUR VACATION
•

*

by having the

M A IN E W O O D S
follow you back to the city. Fill out
the blank below, and mail with $1.00
and the deed is done.

believe that color is the great attrac
tion in such cases.
You must also
have the proper hook for the waters
you are fishing, a heavier hook for
heavy running water and a lighter
hook for the still pods and slow
clear water.
I believe this advice is -sound, hut
I am ready and willing to change
my opinion, if shown.
Practice and
study should be the motto of all sal
mon fishermen and all other fisher
men too, for that matter, and I be
lieve that one can learn more about
salmon-fishing by spending a few
hours along a good salmon stream
with an experienced fisherman than
he could from all the hooks that wer
ever published.
It makes no differ
ence how wise you are on other fish.
The salmon is a law unto himself
and I have seen some awfully good
fishermen fall down flat when they
went up against the saimon. They
are great fighters and no man can
foretell the point they are going to
start for or where they are going to
stop, but there is only one thing you
can be sure of and that is that soon
er or later the body cf the fish is
going to flash in the air once, twice,
three or perhaps 20 times as
he
leaps high out of the water and tries
to shake the hook from his mouth.
There is no sport that takes quite
the same grip on a man as fishing.
It is a sort of tender passion that
grows in strength as long as we live
and the first salmon, dripping fresh
from the water, brings a feeling of
exultation nothing else can.
More
and more every year busy men take
time to go fishing, one of the simp
lest and most innocent of delights.
Just a word aheut the character
of the places which offer hospital
ity to the salmon fisherman in the
Kennebago region.
These are devided into three classes—the farm
boarding house, the camps and the
hotels.
Camp life is to most people
the ideal woods life, offering
the
comforts of civilization with suffic
ient touch cf the primitive tc make
ycit feel you are in the woods. It
is a complete change from your

Y ou n g
w om en
g o in g
to
Boston to w o rk o r s tu d y ,
any lady going to B o s to n f a r
pleasure o r on a s h o p p in g
trip w it h o u t malu escort will
find th a

Enclosed please find $1.00 for one year’ s subscription to

Franklin Square
House

M a in e W oods (outing edition.)

Name —
1 H ................. .
'if

Address-

the lakes and have not yet commenc
ed to run up the brooks.
As soon
as tlie call to spawn comes they con
gregate in millions
around
the
mouths cf these brooks and are easy
prey for the salmon.
The salmon
are gorged with food and will not
take any lure but live bait.
The
smelt run lasts from one to two
weeks and when this is over good
salmon fishing starts.
The salmon
himself is still much a mystery of
the deep whose coming and going no
man has yet charted and proven.
The salmcn puts an angler to the
test in selecting his lure. The sim
ple truth is that only a small pro
portion of early fish are taken on
the fly.
When fly fishing is good
it is preferable to bait fishing. The
bait fisherman, too, must know just
what the salmon are taking, where
the bait is to be obtained and how,
and how to secure and use a half
dozen substitutes.
After the fish
is hooked cn bait the same skill is
required to net him as if one werefishing with the fly.
About August 1 the fly
fishing
starts.
Then comes the real sport.
Just think what you would do with
a five-pound salmon jumping out of
the water six cr eight feet with a
No. 12 fly in his mouth.
It takes
from 15 to 30 minutes to land your
fish.
Talk about your Rough Rid
ers.
If he doesn’t take you
over
the rocks up and down the river
bank I’ll eat my hat.
A number of Johnstown sportsmen,
are taking a keen interest in the sal
mcn.
I would not he surprised to
see salmcn introduced in the waters
of Pennsylvania.
The ' fish
was
brought here way back in the ’70s
and hundreds of thousands
were
hatched at Donegal and distributed in
various lakes with very poor returns.
There have been various changes in
conditions cf water since then, and
the salmcn is more domesticated, so
I would not be a bit surprised if an
attempt at planting new would be
successful.
But first we must have
a law allowing ycu to kill cnly two

ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON ?

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK

State

daily life.
Nowhere else can you
get so close to nature and to God’s
outdoors as in camp.
Some of these camps are virtually
small hotels where you have
the
best of fare and attractive
rooms
where the anglers and guides hold
nightly sessions to .tell their stories.
The majority of camps are a series
cf cabins, some having as many as
25 grouped arbund a large
cabin
which contains the dining room, of
fice and assembly room.
The indi
vidual cabins are very comfortable
with a good-sized living room, a fire
place, from cne to four beds and hot
and cold water.
These cabins form
a cozy community,
connected by
board-walks to the dining room.
The salmon is the greatest
and
gamest fighting fish the world knows
and the opinion is that there are
more salmon in Maine to-day than
there were 100 years ago.
This is
due to the intelligent and well-ad
ministered fish laws, and the careful
watching of the guides and wardens,
with the abundant stocking of the
streams.
Early in the spring the
smelts are scattered in all parts cf

;

L
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a d e lig h t f u l place to «to p . A
H o m e -H o te l In th a h e a r t o f
Boston e x c lu s iv e ly fo r w o 
m en.
630 room s, s a fe , c o m 
fortable c o n v e n ie n t'o f access
price* re a s o n a b le .
For par
tlcular# a nd p rlc a a a d d re e *

Miss Castine i ,. Swanson, Supt., 11 E. Newton St.. Boston, Mass j
—.........................- ....................... ... .................... — .............. J

salmon in one day, prohibiting you:
from transporting them out of the
state and compelling ycu to have a
licensed guide who will be a deputy
fish warden.
A man may have all the material
to build a house, but if he is not a
carpenter he has trouble to build a
chicken coop out of it. It is
the
same way with the fisherman. He
may have all the material to fish
with fer trout, but if he has not
studied the habits of the fish lie will
be better paid by sticking to bait,
though the real sport is lost to him..}
Salmon fishing reminds me a great
deal of fishing fc.r Brown trout. Sal
mon rise very slowly to the fly and
do not take the fly coming up, but
take it goin£ down, therefore
you
must give them mere time.
But
when you hook one of them you
would think the river Was full of .
submarine boats.
They cut up the I
funniest capers you ever saw.
A
goed salmon will sometimes take out
100 to 200 feet of line on the first
rush and at such speed that your
reel becomes hot, then out of the
water he gees from one to six feet,
shaking every inch of his body while
in the air, trying to dislodge the
hook.
Then he is off for another
leap for life, and this continues until
your salmon is tired out and your
guide lands .him in a net. .
I find that salmcn do not feed
like trout.
They do not rise so
freely in sunlight as they do before
the sun comes up or after the sun
goes down, although I caught several
n’ ce ones during the day by numer
ous changes cf flies.
I was more
successful during the daytime on the
No. 14 Midgel with very fine leaders.
The salmon do not rise like trout.
There may he 50 salmon in one pool
and ycu may cast over them 50
times and never get a rise. I wast
ed a great deal of time trying to find
a reason for this hut finally got
ecod results by going back from the
stream and sitting down where I
could get a good view of the pool.
When I saw a salmon roll or churn,
as they call it, I would get busy and
cast right where the fish rose. Nine
times out of ten the fish got my fly.
Later in the evening ycu can use
much larger flies and brighter pat
terns.
When the fish are feeding
No. 6 and No. 8 are very good kill
ers.
But a salmcn will fight much
longer and harder in the daytime
than in the early morning or late
evening.—In The Open.
Every Issue of M aine Woods C ar
ries a Fresh W h iff
of
the
Pine
T re e S tate w ith it.
W h y N ot Sub
scribe and Get a Steady Breeze A ll
the Y ea r.

THE CABIN BOAT PRIMER
H IS is a very in
teresting and in
structive book on mak
ing cabin boats, canoes,
row boats, etc. It tells
of the various streams
one can trip on with a j
cabin boat,^ how to
equip for such a trip, 1
what to wear and eat, (
cost of a two month’s
trip. It gives descrip
tions and
diagrams, 11
photographs and chapters on construction,
when to float, when and where to land and
other useful hints. Book is compiled o f
facts and observations made by the author. 1
It contains 267 pages, over 40 illustrations
and diagrams, 32 chapters as follows:

T

Down the Mississippi River in a Cabin Boat,
Trip Down the Yukon. The Cabin Boat. How to
Build a Cabin Boat. The Cabin Boat’s Equipment,
Furnishings snd Furniture. Odds and Ends of
Equipment, The Skiff or Tender, The Gasoline
Launch, What to Wear, Things to Eat, Cabin i
Boat Exrxnses. Cabin Boating Waters. Maps and
Landing Lists. Floating. Floating at Night and in
Fogs. Going Up Stream. Weather. Making Fast
and Some Rope Hints. Land nes. Troubles. Cara
of the Boat. Ways of M-ikirg Money. On Making*
Note?. Land Hints. Photographing. Game and
Hunting. Traps and Trapping, Fish and Fishing.
Amusements. Books. Trapper’ s Canbe, A Cabin
Boat Coon Hunt.
Price Postpaid, Cloth Bound, S I .0 0 .

Maine Woods, Phillips, Maine.

PALMER ENGINES AND
LAUNCHES.
Special 2 1-2 H. P. engine for canoes
and light boats, $48.00. Largest stock
in Maine. Catalogue free. PALMER
BROS., 39 Portland Pier. Portland, Me.

TAXIDERMISTS
G. W. PfCKKL,
TAXIDERMIST
Dealer in Sporting Goods. Fishing Tackle,
Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs
—Y .
R A N G,£l
ELE
MAI NS

“ Monmonth Moccasins”
They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbenrev
Kno-wn the world over for excel
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.

M. L. UETCHELL CO.,
Monmouth,

-

-

-

Maine

M. Clark of New York, Danny, son
of Commodore C. A. Conklin, Atlan
ta, Raymond, son cf F. A. Savage,
Philadelphia, and Mary, daughter of
J. G. Nicholson of Boston. Winners
of the cups were Robert Young and
Virginia Kaul.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. McLean, Miss
S. W. McLean and W. L. McLean,
Jr., of Philadelphia, who have been
at their camp on Harrington Lake
through August, are at the Mt. Kineo
for September.
John M. Beck of New York, for
merly Attorney General of the Unit
ed States, is camping on Spencer
Bay.
Mrs. Beck remains at Kineo
until his return.
Messrs. Nathan M. Davis, Garrett
Reilly of Philadelphia, J. L. Kaul, Birm:ngham, Ala., and J. E. R. Carpen
ter of New York make up a party
camping for a week at Seebcomook,
their families remaining at the Mt.
Kineo.
Keen interest was manifested in
the closing match of the season’s
rifle contest on Hillside range, Mon
day.
Mrs. James K. Clarke of Phila
delphia pulled up tc within five points
of C. M. Clark of New York, who
has led all season.
Among the fifty
contestants the women have been
most consistent.
Mrs. Chester M.
Williams of New York won the sea
son’s marksman’s trophy and Mrs.
C. M. Clark of New York that for
sharpshooters, Mr. Clark taking that
for the most expert.
Miss Ethel Outerbridge of New
York was second in the weekly golf
handicap, M. H. Hess of New York
getting the cup.
Among recent arrivals at the Mt.
Kineo are Mrs. Randall Williams, Jr.,
Miss Mary Williams, Joseph P. Sims,
Geo. Lippincott, Harry Kummerle,
Harry Kummerle, Jr., Mr. and Mrs.
Rush Rowland, J. J. Gibbons, T. F.
Houston, R. F. McHugh, J. C. Rog
ers, Philadelphia; Mr. and
Mrs.
Lesley G. Sheafer, Pottsville, Pa.;
Prcf. and Mrs. Horatio M. Reynolds,
New Haven, Conn.

are greatly pleased with this, their
first trip to Mooselookmeguntic.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Drummond, R.
R. and H. H. Drummond and Mrs.
Wheeler of Portland, coming by auto
mobile made a short stay this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. P. Carr of Bos
ton were here for two weeks’ stay.
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Briggs have
he sticks to Sickle plug and slices off each pipeful as he
closed Camp Frye for this
season
and have returned to Washington,
needs it.
D. C.
The flag will fly for this
Real tobacco flavor depends upon the leaf being
month, telling that Mr. and Mrs. Gar
preserved in its natural state, possible only by pressing
ret A. Hobart will be there and en
the leaves into plug form and keeping it in by covering it
tertain friends before returning ‘ to
their home in Patterson, N. J. The
with a natural leaf wrapper. The natural flavor and
family have been at Poland Springs
strength o f tobacco escape w hen cut or granulated. «
as usual for the summer, now and
Take a P lug o f Sickle that is even thoroughly dried out
then making a run by automobile for
so that w hen you whittle it off it crumbles into dust, but it
a short stay in camp.
Mr. and Mrs. R. ,L. Spotts, who
will bu m and smoke smooth and cool as it has all o f
for the season have been at “ Doralits original tobacco flavor preserved, unevaporated in
jo,” their beautiful summer place
Plug Form .
•.
opposite Camp Frye, are now' in
W hittling a pipeful is little trouble, amply repaid
New Yc<rk, but we understand plan
to return before the season ends.
in both quality and quantity. T ry this experiment and
Camp Houghton was closed on Wed
judge for yourself.
nesday and the Ashton family re
turned to their home in Bcstcn.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Midebengue
of Bay Slicn, N. Y., and Mrs. Midebengue’s mother, Mrs. Drumm
of
Montreal, Canada, have greatly en
joyed the past month in one of the
comfortable and heme-like log cab
ins.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. A. Warnock
and party of Jamaica, N. Y., who
came the first of July for their an
nual summer in camp, returned home
this w'eek, also Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
Gilmore of Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Carpenter of
Providence, R. I., have closed their
climbing, boat rides, sight seeing
camp for the season.
trips and all the pastimes that can
Thursday morning everyone
was
lie indulged in here.
The chief fea
much interested in watching
the
ture cf the week will be the ban
crew of A. L. Savage here at the
quet Wednesday night at which Gov
Landing.
The men came across
Elaborate Preparatiors Being Made ernor O. C. Curtis will be guest of
country from Green’s farm with 12
honor and the Public Service Com
for Electric Light Ass’n Which
lierses, hay, provisions, etc., which
missioners of six New England states
were loaded onto the big scow and
will be in attendance.
Meets Here.
tewed the lake by Capt.
Barker’s
This is the greatest
season for
boat and through the wood road they
campers
this
region
has
ever
known.
(Special Correspondence.)
went to Richards ponds, where as
Kino, Moosehead Lake, Septem More people have taken the famous
last winter Mr. Savage will caijry on
Allegash
trip
than
in
any
previous
ber 11.—The season’s most delightful
extensive lumbering operations. The
month, September, is furnishing the year. Among those who have paddled
men go this early to have the camps
over
the
upper
Penobscot
and
St.
finest period cf weather the people
built, roads made and everything in
gathered here have yet enjoyed. And John’s waters are Eugene Treadwell,
readiness before the snow comes.
all are taking advantage of it to Mrs. W. Adams Brown, F. C. Wal
Herbert L. Welch and Jim Cam
cott,
S.
T.
Kirkman,
Geo.
M,
Pow
Welch
and
Cannon
Catch
Fortythe fullest extent.
Canoe parties
eron,
have a wonderful fish story to
and motor boat picnics to the near ers, Geo. W. Perkins, Jr., and party
Two Trout of Two Pounds
tell.
They went up to Kennebago
cf
New
York;
Horace
Lippincott,
A.
by beauty spots, camp-fire dinners,
and with Charles Cushman guide, on
and
Over.
M.
Coles,
Roland
Lippincott,
E.
L.
drives around the lake shore, through
the Middow grounds caught on the
woods, and to Deerhead farm, fish Stewardson, Stanley G. Flagg and
fly 42 trout none cf them weighing
(Speciai
Correspondence.)
party
of
Philadelphia;
Harrison
T.
ing, hunting and mountain climbing
They killed
Kimball,
Mocselcokmeguntic House, Haines less than 2 pounds.
have been some of the things to fill Sheldon, Boston; F. H.
only three of the number that weigh
Landing,
September
11.—“
We
are
Bath,
Me.;
T.
L.
Redfield
and
family,
the hapipy hours.
ed just 12 pounds.
Elaborate preparations are being Greenwich, Conn.; Dr. Geo. C. Lee giad to be here, and shall stay until
the
last
day
possible,
for
our
friends
and
family,
Brooklyn.
Others
and
made for the 7th annual convention
C U R A T O R JA M E S IS
A
PEARL
of the New England section of the their camping ground are Austin J. aH write from the city it is very hot
H
U
N
T
E
R
.
and
we
can
always
find
a
cool
place
Natiohal Electric Light Association, Feuchtwanger, Riverside, Ccnn., Cauand up here,” said a New Yorker when
which meets here from September cagomoc Lake; N. H. Davis
Curator James of the State Mus
Pond; asked, “ How soon do you go home?”
14th to 19th.
About 400 people are family, Philadelphia, Round
eum is a pearl hunter. He searches
There
is
now
a
good
deal
cf
travel
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Chas.
E.
Curtis,
and
expected.
The chairman of their
Falls; across the carry, for these are the Maine waters for Maine pearls. Al
executive committee, W. S. Wyman party, Philadelphia, Canada
Mrs.
E.
H.
Outerbridge,
N.
Y.,
with days when people like to take the together he has gleaned about 40
bf Augusta and Col. C. A. Judkins,
family
and
friends,
Socatian;
C.
M. trip over the lakes and through the pearls this summer, the majority cf
manager cf the Mt.. Kineo, have ne
them cf small value and some of no
glected no detail to make the stay Clark, New York, with friends and ,White Mountains.
real value.
He recently made two
The
night
Pullman
that
arrives
family,
Tomhegan;
Dr.
and
Mrs.
H.
of the visitors a pleasant one. There
Lobster every Saturday morning has been finds in one‘"afternoon, both which
■«ill be a golf tournament,
tennis N. Henry, , Philadelphia,
were entirely worth while and either
catches, fishing contests, mountain Lake; J. P. Hammitt, New York, very popular during the season and
Lobster Lake; John L. Kaul, Birmingi three gentlemen came to this hotel of which would have made him happ
He
liam, Ala., Tomhegan; Baech Bar this morning for a few days’ fishing, over the result of his hunting.
rett and J. H. Beattie, New York, E. L. Rankin cf Boston, Messrs. J. W. first found a very beautiful pearl, al
SANDY RIVER X RANGELEY
Roach River;
Andrew Gray Weeks Noreross aand E. H. Phinney of most round, of high luster, and weigh
It was a
and
wife,
Marion,
Mass.,
Spencer Springfield, Mass., and they intend ing perhaps five carats.
LAKES RAILROAD
Pend; A. J. Secor, S. T. Ketchum, D. to have a good fish story to tell be beautiful find and lie was pleased with
it.
Within a few minutes he found
TIH E TABLE
fore going home.
Warfield, Baltimore, Round Pond.
Mr. and Mrs. F . H. Bethall and a yet more beautiful gem, weighing
One of the most delightful dinners
In Effect June 21, 1915
of the summer was that given Mon sen, Master Franklin and daughter, probably about 14 carats. This pearl
FARMINGTON—Passenger trains leave Farm day evening by Col. and Mrs. C. A. Miss Janet Bethall, have
since the is a perfect one, oblong in shape, a
ington for Phillips and Rangeley, at 12:92 P. M.
Their first of August greatly enjoyed leg lustrous white, and of the same ap
and 4:20 P. M. For Kingfield and Bigelow at 4:20 Judkins at the Mt. Kineo.
P. M Passenger trains arrive from Phillips and guests were Dr. and Mrs. C. Purdy cabin life.
Tom Canadian is their pearance over its whole surface. Cur
Kingfield at 7:55 A . M., and from Rangeley and
Hydb of Brooklyn, Mr. G. E. Cooley guide, and it was great sport to ator James has decided that this,

Ask Any Sickle Smoker Why

3 Ounces

Slice it as

GOOD WEATHER
ENJOYED AT KINEO

MUCH TRAVEL
ACROSS THE CARRY

Bigelow at 1-56 P. M.
Mixed train arrives at 9:35 A . M., and leaves at
11:00 A. M.

STRONG- Passenger trains leave for Farming
ton at 7:25 A. M and 1:25 P. M.. for Phillips and
Ranseley at 12:30 P. M. and 4:50 P. M.. and for
Bigelow at 4:55 P. M. Paesenger trains arrive
from Farmington at 12:30 P. M. and 4:50 P. M.
From Bigelow at 1:15 P. M. From Phillips at
T25 A. M., and from Rangeley at 1:25 P. M.
Mixed train arrives from Phlllios at 8:45 A .M .,
trora Kingfield at 7:16 A . M. and from Farmington
»t 11:55 A. M
PHILLIPS—Passenger trains leave for Farm
ington at 7:05 A. M. and 1:00 P. M. Arrive from
Farmington at 12:52 P. M. and 5:10 P. M.
Mixed train arrives from Rangeley at 10:15 A . M.,
and leaves for Rangeley at 1:20 P. M. Mixed
train leaves for Farmington at 7:30 A . M., and
arrives from Farmington at 2:15 P. M.
RANGELEY—Passenger train loaves for Farmngton at Jl:30 A. M., and arrives from Farming
ton at 6:43 P. M.
•
Mixed train leaves for Phillips at 7:30 A . M.
&nd arrives at 3:45 P. M.
SALEM—Passenger train leaves at 12:50 P. M.
for Farmington and arrives at 5:23 P. M.
KJNGFIELD—Passenger train leaves for Bige
low at 9:00 A. M. and 5:45 P. M., for Farmington
at 12:30 P. M.
Mixed train leaves for Strong at 6:00 A . M ., and
arrives from Strong at 9:20 A . M.
BIGELOW—Passenger train leaves for Farm
ington at 10:45 A. M., and arrives from FarmingIon at 6:35 P. M. Passenger train arrives from
Kingfield at 9:60 A. M., and leaves for Kingfield
»t 6:40 P. M.
SUNDAY TRAIN leaves Phillips for Farming
ton at 9100 A. M. and 3:35 P. M. For Rangeley at
D-28 A. M., arrives from Farmington at 11:25 A.
M. and from Rangeley at 3:35 P. M.
F . N . BE A L , General Manager

of New York, Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
E. Curtis and Mrs. J. K. Clarke of
Philadelphia.
Dancing followed.
Oil the lawn in front of the large
hotel the children indulging in their
field day sports made a picturesque
scene which was witnessed by a
large crowd.
There were' putting
races, croquet races, kangaroo runs,
feeding the baby contests, and all
manner of fun resulted.
The little
contestants were Helen and Jcsephiul
Knight, children cf Mrs. Joseph
Knight, Philadelphia, Mildred and Ira
Schamberg, son and daughter of Dr.
J. F. Schamberg, Philadelphia, Elean
or, daughter of C. A. Judkins, Hugh
and Virginia Kaul, children of John
L. Kaul, Birmingham, Ala., Robert,
son of E. L. Yeung, Carlie, sen of C.

SY LV A N

LAKF,

As good as it sounds, with camps of
all kinds and sizes. Ten ponds within
10 miles. Salmon, togue, perch and
trout.
Excellent hunting.
Guides
furnished. Write for terms to
F. G . H A Y D E N ,
R. F. D. 1,
Abbot Village, Me.

watch the little miss land her first
salmon of 3 pounds that she caught
trolling and her little brother only 12
years old, caught one 314 pounds and
has become quite an expert with a
fly rod and is proud of the eight
tmut lie caught in Kennebago stream
Harrison Cassard of Selden, Va.,
who with his wife came in June,
have had a most delightful summer.
Mrs. Cassard went home Wednesday
and Mr. Cassard, with Tom Splaine
guide, has. gone over to Magallaway
for a camping and fishing trip, plan
ning to return the last of the month.
L. A. Kniffin of Westfield. N. J.,
who had a pleasant time last autumn
has returned, accompanied by his
friend, E. F. Stevenson of Plain
field, N. J., who comes for the first
time and with Irwin Fancy guide,
expect a good time fishing.
C. F. Pettengill of Quincy, Mass.,
came Wednesday for his annual Sep
tember visit tc Haines Landing and
is accompanied by his daughter, Mrs.
II. L. Kincaide.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Chaptman
of Washington are new-comers who

HUNTING DOGS
in a
practical man
ner,
the
training,
handling, treatment,
breeds,
etc.,
best
adapted for n i g h t
hunting, as well as
gun dogs for daylight
sport. This book is
not intended for the
field "trial dog men,
but is for the real
dog men who delight
in chases that are
genuine.
Contains
253 pages, size 5 x 7 inches, with 45 illus
trations, 26 chapters as follows:

D

e s c r ib e s

Part 1—Hunting Dogs, Night Hunting, The
Night Hunting Dog—His Ancestry, Training
the Hunting Dog, Training the Coon Dog. Train
ing for Skunk, Opossum and Mink, W olf and
Coyote Hunting. Training for Squirrels and
and Rabbits, Training the Deer Hc.und. Training
—Specific Things to Teach, Training—Random
Suggestions from Many Sources. Part 2—Breed
ing and Ca?e of Dogs—Selecting the Dog, Care
and Breeding. Breeding, Breeding (Continued),
Peculiarities of Dogs and Practical Hints, Ail
ments of the Dog. Part 3—Dog Lore—Still Trail
ers vs Tonguers, Music, The Dog on the Trap
Line, Sledge Dogs of the North. Part 4—The
Hunting Dog Family—American Fox Hound, The
Beagle. Dachshur d and Basset Hound. Pointers
and Setters. Spaniels, Terriers—Airedales, Scotch
Collies, House and Watch Dogs, A Farmer Hunt
er—His Views, Descriptive Table of Technical
Terms.
Price, Fostpaid, Cloth Bound 6 0 Cents.

particular kind of “ shell game” is
well worth trying.
Maine fresh
water pearls rival in beauty the fin
est Oriental pearls.—Bangor
Com
mercial,

STEEL TRAPS
-

'r O E S C K IB E S the
various makes
and tells how to use
them. Also chapters
on care of pelts, etc.
This book contains
33.1 Pages, 5 .x 7 in.,
and r^o illustrations,
printed on good qual
ity heavy paper. Just
the book that trappers
have long needed.
Gives the history of
steel traps, how made,
sizes for various ani
mals with detailed in
structions on where and how to set. This
book contains 32 chapters as follows:
Sewell Newhouse; Well Made Traps; A
Few Failures; Some European Traps; Proper
Sizes; Newhouse Traps; Double and W eb
Jaws; Victor, Hawley & Norton; Jump Traps;
Tree Traps; Stop Thief Traps; W ide
Spreading Jaws; Caring for Traps; Marking
Traps; How to Fasten; How to Set; W here
to Set; Looking at Traps; Mysteriously
Sprung Traps; Good Dens; The Proper
Bait; Scent and Decoy; Human Scent and
Signs; Hints on Fall Trapping; Land
Trapping; W ater Trapping; When to Trap;
Some Deep W ater Sets; Skinning and
Stretching; Handling and Grading; From
Animal to Market; Miscellaneous Informa
tion.
\
Price, Postpaid, Cloth Bound 6 0 Cents.

CANADIAN WILDS
T ’ ELLS
about the
I -*■ Hudson Bay Conn
pany; Northern Indians
and their Modes of
Hunting, Trapping, etc
Provisions f o r t h e
Wilderness, Things to
Avoid, etc., etc. The
author (Martin Hunter)
.s with the Hudson
Bay Company for about
40 years— from 1863 to
1903 and the informa
tion is given from al
most a half c e n tu r y ’s
experience. This book contains 277 pages,
thirty-seven chapters as follows:
The Hudson’s Bay Company; The "Free Trader”
Outfitting Indians, Trackers of the North, Provis
ions for the Wilderness, Forts and Posts. About
Indians, Wholesome Foods, Officer’s Allowances,
Indian Packs, Indian Mode of Hunting Beaver,
Indian Mode of Hunting Lynx and Marten. Indian
Mode of Hunting Foxes. Indian Mode of Hunting
Otter and Musquash, Remarkable Success, Things
to Avoid, Anticosti and its Furs, Chiseling and
Shooting Beaver, The Indian Devil, A Tame Seal,
The Care of Blistered Feet, Deer Sickness, A Case
of Nerve. Amphibious Combats, Art of Pulling
Hearts, Dark Furs, Indians are Poor Shots, A
Bear in the Water, Voracious Pike, The Brass
Eyed Duck, Good Wages Trapping, A Pard Neces
sary, A Heroic Adveniure, Wild Oxen, Long Lake
Indians, Den Bears, The Mishap of Raison.
Price, Postpaid, Cloth Bound 6 0 Cents

CAMP AND TRAIL METHODS
H IS is one of the^j
m o s t practical
books on woodcraft
ever written contain
ing valuable informa
tion for all lovers of
the great outdoors.
The author of this
book has spent years
in the woods, so
knows what is want
ed by the woodsmen,
mountain men, pros
pectors, trappers and
the hardy outdoor people in general. It
contains 274 pages and 68 illustrations.
There are 19 chapters as follows: Pleasures
and Profits of Camping, Selecting a Camp
Outfit, Clothing for the W oods, Pack Straps,
Pack Sacks and Pack Baskets, Cooking
Utensils, Beds and Bedding, Firearms,
Hunting Knives and Axes, Tents and Shel
ters, Permanent Camps, Canoes and Hunt
ing boats, Snowshoes and Their Use, Snowshoe Making, Skis, Toboggans and Trail
Sleds, Provisions and Camp Cookery, Hush
Travel, Traveling Light, Tanning Furs and
Buckskins, Preserving Game, Fish and
Hides, Miscellaneous Suggestions.

T

Price, Postpaid, Cloth Bound, 60 Cents.

SCIENCE OF FISHING
HF. most practi
cal book on fish
ing ever published.
T h e author says;
“ For those who have
caught them, as well
as for those who
never have.”
This
book describes the
fish, tells their habits
and F IO W , W H E N
and W H E R E to
catch them; also tells
the K I N D of tackle
used for each fish,
Book contains 255 pages, more than 100
illustrations, 22 chapters as follows:
Remarks on the “ Gentle Art” ; Rods;
Reels; Hooks, Lines and Leaders; Flies;
Artificial Baits; Landing Nets, Gaft's, Tackle
Boxes, Etc.; Bait-Casting; Fly-Casting; Surf
CaSting, Trolling, Still Fishing, Etc.; Use of
Natural Baits; Handling the Hooked Fish;
Fishing for Black Bass; Fishing for Trout
and Salmon; Pike, rickerel, Muskellunge
and Pike-Perch; Sunfish, Carp, Catfish and
Suckers; Fishing for Tarpon and Tuna;
Fishing for Other Sea Fish; Making, Repair
ing and Caring for Tackle; General Informa
tion; Commercial Fishing; Distribution of
Fish— Good Places.

T

Price, Postpaid, Cloth Bound, 6 0 Cents

Send all orders to

MAINE WOODS,
PHILLIPS,

MAINE

Cnopiol flffor Any one of the above

O }JCUI d I U IIG I books and Outing Edition
of M A IN E W O O D S one year, # 1.25

S. Jones, Assistant Secretary of the ful silver punch bowl the gift cf old with pearls and caught to the gown
on the cob, etc., etc.
punch with a cluster of orange blossoms.
Association,
1108 friends in the city served
The handsome birthday cake, dec National Rifle
The bridal veil was of old Flemish
and
the
gentleman
and
his
grandson
Woodward
Building,
Washington,
D.
orated by little Louise
Fronefield
ISSUED WEEKLY
with 55 candles and a wreath
of C., and ask for instructions as tc; received hearty congratulations and lace and tulle bound by a filet of
W . B ra c k e tt
Her bouquet was
It is all best wishes from a host of friends, orange blossoms.
pansies, contained a ring, thimble how they should proceed.
a
shower
cf
lilies
of
the valley.
who
hope
for
years
to
come
the
day
very
simple
and
when
they
have
and
coin,
and
“
Dame
Fortune”
is
Phillips, M aine
__
Miss Constance Atwood
ttpore a
supposed to favor the recipient of completed the formation of the club win be as happily remembered.
B, BRACKETT,
they should "apply for club membereach.
All regretted the departure o f Col. gown of pale pink tulle over ptink
Business Manager
a t ; ship in the National Rifle Asscciat- H. E. Russell and wife cf Boston, satin festooned in pale grey ribbon :
. Mr. Montgomery was seated
ti.ejion and should also enter the In ter- who have for a number of weeks en and pastel flowers, and a picture hat
the
head
of
the
table,
and
at
oarrnG edi now
the j club Contests which are shot
one joyed life in Camp Mayflower and j of pale grey Neapolitan straw trian-i
pates ................................................ 51.00 per year right, Mrs. I. Newton Lewis,
match each week in a series of ten i will be glad to know they plan to toed in the same flowers. Sue car- '
witty toast mistress.
LOCAL EDITION
During the feast, one of. the guests matches; ten men may shoot
and make a longer stay on the island an ried a pannier of pink and yellow
tS uni IS p as:as................................ S1.5C per year
Canadian. Mexican, Cuban and Panama sub- appeared as a Western 'Union Mes- the five highest scores are reported
snap dragons.
.
other summer.
BoHption SO cents extra. Foreign subscription
senger
Boy
with
a
large
number
of
j
as
the
team
score.
Mrs.
Atwood,
mother
cf
the
bride,,
Miss
Mary
Sanford,
accompanied
b cants extra.
»
telegrams, saying, ‘‘Here are words j This is not an expensive game by her friend, Miss Helen
Philps wore a gown of cream colored lace
ijuitered as second class matter, January 21. oi
cheer for Monty Dear, from after the equipment has teen
ac- Stokes are two New York ladies who and champagne taffeta trimmed in
l$89. at tlhe postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under
fviends both far and near, ’III read quired.
The shooting' is
at
75 came Monday to pass the remainder silver.
the A c t of March 3.1879.
them right away.”
feet indoors with an artificial 1'ght. of ti e month,
A stringed quartette from Neiv]
Twenty-eight gentlemen of
the Any 22 caliber rifle, may be used
Tut* Mama Woods thoroughly covers the entire
Mr. ami Mrs. James D. Coy of Haven, led by Edward Wittstein,.
Btate at M aine as to Hunting. Trapping. Camp- New York Produce
Exchange, of : and any make of 22 caliber ammunit- Turner’s Falls, Mass., came the first gave the program.
n * and Outing news, and the Franklin county
which Mr. Montgomery is a member, ion.
The rifle should net weigh c>} the week for a short stay.
Following the wedding ceremony,,
osally.
“ Cheer up, old , much less than ten pounds and
Maine Woods solicits communications and fiafa sent this message:
Mr. and Mrs. A. Stanley Brager cf guests went to Stonington Manor Inn
*nd game photographs from ts readers.
boy, we all have to have birthdays, ‘ should be equipped with metal tarBaltimore, Md., are passing their which had been attractively decorat
When ordering the address of your paper but we admire your courage in celeb- get sights and a. sling.
Personally
hanged, pleas* give the old aa weil as new
ed with autumn flowers and with
honeymoon days in Camp Hiiwat a.
I
prefer
the
Stevens
rifle
and
I
am
rating them.
We wish we could bie
d dress.
mock roses and autumn leaves. Here
Dr.
and
Mrs.
B.
FI.
B.
Slight
of
present to enjoy with you the fes using the Remington Arms-Unicn
Supper v was
Newark, N. J., while touring
the the bride received.
T H U R S D A Y , S E P T E M B E R 16, 1915. tivities and hope you may have many Metallic Cartridge Company’s 22 long
served
at
small
tables
on the north
happy returns.”
The Crescent Ath rifle ‘‘Indoor Target” cartridges but Rangeleys were so much impressed
porch, while the bride's ta.de, decor at-'
by
the
beauty
of
the
place
as
they
letic Club also sent a message of the Peters, United States, Winchest
ed with tie wedding cake and clust
congratulations.
Mrs. M. M. Men er and Robin Hood ammunitions all Iwere passing by, when they reach ed
ers of lilies of the valley and white
’
the
wharf
decided
to
stc.p
over
for
a
have their advocates and will all
ken’s message read:
roses, was in the yellow dining room!
week,
then
continued
on
their
home
’t)S' shoot better than the average man
“A picture comes before me,
Cn
the south porch the
orchesira
can hold.
I certainly would advise ward journey going via the White
bright with colon’s glow,
played for dancing which was gener
Mountains.
A happy group of faces, yes, many any man who means to.do fine shoot
Miss E. Alice Austin cf Staten ally indulged in, the handsome gowns
ing with metal sights to write to
there I know,
New York Sportsman and Sons
of the ladies making a sceifb of un
Good cheer surrounds the table, ti-.e i-v' r- T » ° m« Martin, who I believe is Island, N. Y., and friend, Miss Ger usual brilliancy.
Back from Long Canoe Trip.
trude A. Tate of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
:
the
best
sight
maker
in
the
world,
8
woods they ring with song, *
Mr. and Mrs. Dodge are among
For Monty at the birthday feast is Drummond St., Grove Hall Statical, who were here last year and have the popular young people in their
Dorchester, Mass., and ask him to been in Canada this summer, have
(Special Correspondence.)
host of all the throng.
respective localities and
have
a
been here for a ten days’ stay.
Mountain View House, Sept .14.— He loves a pipe and hammock, he send data on sights.
great many friends who wish them
Mr. Archibald Montgomery, Jr., the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
V.
Irvin,
Mr.
This
rifle
shooting
I
consider
one
padSles a canoe,
T1 e bride is a nat
popular sportsman of New York an When sunset gilds the heavens with of the cleanest of sports
and I and Mrs. H. A. Hitchcock of New future success.
ive of Stcmington and is a graduate
nually celebrates his birthday in tlhe
York
are
among
the
new-cconers
who
hope
the
time
will
come
when
a
red and golden hue;
cf The Castle, Miss Mason's school .
woods on September 12th.
When fisMmg season opens, be ge:s sufficient number of the better s' ots spent the first two weeks of the
for. girls at Tarrytown-on-the-Hndson,]
in the Maine Sportsmen’s Fish & month here at The Birches.
Mr. Montgomery has been cn a
the biggest ‘‘catch;”
and the groom graduated with the
Game
Association
will
form
a
team
tanoe trap the past month, accom My blessings rest on Monty,
for
Harold P. Babcock of Providence,
After a
as they can demonstrate an ability R. I., joined his parents, Mr. and c’ asg cf 1207 at Har.ard.
panied by his sons, Kenneth and DeMonty has no match.”
wedding trip of a^few weeks they
with
the
rifle
that
will
be
a
credit
Forrest, Judge W. Roger Fronefield,
All were delighted to have Mr.
Mrs. Albert Babcock for the last of
will make their home in the bora '
of Moylan, Pa., and four guides. Montgomery’s two sons and
their Lo any institution.
their stay.
The display of gifts was unusual.
The trip was planned a year ago and , charming wives present for the first
Very respectfully,
Dr. Benj. T. Tilton, a celebrated There were many out-of-town guests.
coveired a distance of over 500 miles time to participate in his birthday
Langdcn S. Chilcott.
New York surgeon is the guest of
by train, automobile and canoe, “ to celebration.
Each guest contributed
Harvey Farrington.
Mrs. Farring
say nothing of the 497 miles we in some way to the program by re M ID - S U M M E R R U S H IN S E P T E M - ton and her three sons, Elliott,
walked,” added one of the party in sponding to the call of the
toast
E ER
Chandler and Steven and maid left
telling of their journey over to Moose- mistress with original poems, songs
for their home in Yonkers this morn
head, then through the wilderness to and congratulations, to which Mr.
(Continued from page one.;
ing.
Fort Kent and up the St. Jonhs Riv Montgomery in his usual gracious
Mrs. Frank "Williams, Mrs. C. R.
Mr. and Mrs. D. B. Ruggles are
er.
Owing to the low water and manner responded and all made mer Lea and C. Russell Lea of Tokeneke,
Bostonians who have enjoyed ten
other weather conditions the trip ry until a suggusticn was made to Conn., were here for the week-end.
Franklin County One of the Lucky
days in Camp Mischief.
proved to be a hard, although an en adjourn to another camp where a
Mrs. G. A. Lindke and Miss MirRobert N. Gardiner of Boston and
One*.
joyable one.
hUle stranger awaited to welcome Fast Orange, N. Y., were glad to
his friend, Wm. Keating Johnson o£
Tlhis little stranger reach here last evening, after travel
However, through the weeks in the the “ bunch.”
Rosemont, Penn., came from their
wilderness, they kept track cf the was a queer one, the hands ard ing in a Pullman car from Boston homes for their second visit this year
Although the open season on part
days and returned on the noon train voice were recognized, but they did with the thermometer at 96 degrees. and were here over Labor Day, and ridge and woodcock began Wednes
not
belong
to
any
one
person.
The
They found many old friends waiting for a fishing trip to Kennebago.
the 12th, as planned, met by a large
day, September 15 in certain count
delegation ,©£' friends at the railroad little wiizzard had a limerick written to greet them with a hearty hand The boys are always sure of a wel ies, these birds may net be bagged
by Commodore •Newlin for each shake.
The gentlemen are
out come when they
station with” cheers.
come to The in Kennebec countv until October 1.
At 4.15 p. m., automobiles and car member of the party which was ac fishing this morning and will spend Birches.
The open season has begun in Som
iam Mackline of Detroit, Mich., have
riages left the Mountain View for companied by a pretty gift.
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Drake,
Mr. erset, Oxford, Franklin, Piscataquis,
The
hours
passed
ail
too
quickly
spent the last week here.
Dodge Pend where the birthday was
and Mrs. E. C. Patten are a pleas Penobscot, Aroostook, Washineton
One of the best-known Philadel ant party from Montclair, N. J., who and Hancock, but in the eight other
to be celebrated in the camps oc by in merrymaking when much to
cupied this summer by the Fronefield cur surprise the call was heard to phia families, Mr. and Mrs. Randal left heme this morning
after
a counties huntsmen will have to wait
“ Break Camp.”
Reluctantly we too Morgan, Miss Morgan and William
family.
happy stay of ten days in
Camp two weeks longer before following
to the canoes and slowly left the rc- B. Morgan while touring New Eng
The guests were Mr. and Mrs. DeSpringfield.
the season’s sport.
mantic surroundings,
amid
swd*et land found this a pleasant place for
Forrest Montgomery, of Beacon, N.
singing, accompanied by the soft dip a week’s sojourn.
Y., Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Montgom
EXCELLENT
dip of the paddles.
A trio of ‘‘hoys” who have been B R I L L I A N T R E C E P T IO N A T S T O N  N E W J E R S E Y G IR L
ery, of Detroit, Mich., Mir. and Mrs.
IN G T O N M ANOR I N N F O L 
S W IM M E R .
coming
to
this
place
together
for
20
Ben. B. Bryan, Arnold C. Sayer, E.
LOW S M A R R IA G E .
years, James E. Reynolds, Judge Geo.
W. Snyder, of New York, Mrs. I.
W. Sill and Capt. John H. Palmer of
Miss Eleanor Anderson, fourteenNewton Lewi®, Miss Kathryn MclnThe following extracts from the
the days on the lake and enjoy a
year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. .
erney, Miss Jessie Mease, cf Green
shore dinner cooked by “ Ed Hoar recent account of the wedding of the John S. Anderson of Sanford street,
wich, Conn., Mies Cornelia T. Cros
guide,
philosopher and friend” and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene East Orange, New Jersey, is one cf J
by, Phillips, Judge and Mrs. W.
if
they
do or do not catch a fish Atwood, who have an elegant sum the best of the girl swimmers who i
Roger Fronefield, Miss Elizabeth
Bangor, Me., Sept. 14. will have a great vacation.
mer home at Kennebagc will be read
have been at Taylor Pond this sum
Fronefield, A. Herman Wirz, of MioyTo the Editor of Maine Woods:
with much interest by many friends
The
orchestra,
whose
music
has
mer.
Miss Andersen spent several l
lan, Pa., Mrs. N. R. Schocnanaker of
Answering your favor of the 4th been so much enjoyed for dancing cf the family who are readers of
weeks with Mr. and Mrs. A lberti
Nyaek, N. Y., and F. A. Newlin, of
inst. will say that I have passed your and concerts went home to-day.
the. Maine Woods who will unite in
Clark at their cottage, “ Tlhe Roost,”
Boston, Mass.
letter to our Secretary, Mr. L. W.
There has been an average cf 21 extending congratulations for a long returning home but a short time ago. j
The dining room camp was decorat Somers, of this city, who I think
Mrs.
more guests entertained daily since and happy life to Mr. and
On her first attempt to swim a
ed with firs and the place cards hand- will be pleased to send our scores the first of September than last year. Dodge:
.
cross the Pond, she made the trip
painted by the mother, Mrs. Bryan., to you when we begirt shooting on
“The social event of the season
in 23 minutes.
Later she succeeded
The artistic center-piece fer
the our indoor range.
These
scores, G UERT S S H O U L D E R T H E I R G U N ? was the marriage on Wednesday
in crossing in 19 minutes. Miiss An
table was a birch leg which had which are unofficial, may at times
evening of Miss Anne, daughter of.
derson did not take up
swimming
been hollowed out for a scroll of vary slightly with the official Scor(Continued from page one.)
Mr- and Mrs. Eugene Atwood of the
until
two
years
ago.
\She
has
been ■
birch hark, hidden amid wild flowers ing on the same targets iin Washing-; town, Penn., landed a 3% pound sal- boro, and Frank Foster Dodge of
interested in athletics for some time, '
and autumn leaves.
The scroll con ton; this for the reason that it mon and his little sister, Saraellen, Westerly.
The ceremony was per
however, and is a member of the .
tained the following poem:
sometimes happens that the value lone 3% pounds.
Master H.
T. formed in Calvary Episcopal church
“ When the twelfth of September is of a shot is so close that it cannot Brinckerhoff, grandson of M. Hampton at 8 o’clock by Rev. F. R. Sanford Ladies Gymnasium of New York City.
(Not cnly is Miss Anderson an ex
over;
ho determined absolutely within one Todd has the honor of bringing in a of Calvary church, assisted by Rev.
cellent
swimmer, but she is a ls o . a
And this party a thing of the past;
point and we always feel in these 4-pound salmon and one 514 pounds. W. Frederick Williams of
Christ
fine pianist.
She expects to return
When we’re scattered and far from cases that it is fair to expect the Nat Ellis guide.
church, Westerly.
The hride was
ic Taylor Pond to spend her vacat
each other,
contestant to have the benefit
of
Miss E. M. Gignoux of Great Neck, given away by her father.
ion next year.
(For only sweet memory can last,)
the doubt.
The targets as you may Long Island, is the guest of Miss
The best m m was Wi liam Pendle
We shall have, and I hope we’ll en- know in the Inter-club Matches are Anne Todd for part of the month.
ton Dodge of Providence, a brother
.
joy them,
sent to Washington at t''e end of
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Martin of New cf the groom, and the bride’s only
Each, a picture of this great event, every week’s shoot for official scor York have enjoyed a week in camp. attendant was her sister, Miss Con
As a little material token,
ing and they do not always
rate
Mrs. Kilpatrick and daughters of stance Atwood.
The ushers were
Of the wonderful evening we’ve them in accordance with our scoring Baltimore, Md., are happy to he a Franklin Chesley, Rev. John Groton,
spent;
hut their decisions are usually final. mong those to return and spend the Rev. Nathaniel Groton and William
And those of our friends who are' I hope you may be instrumental in lhst of the season in camp here at Sing.
absent,
bringing about, the formation of sev-|The Birches,
The dkprch was decorated with tall
And no one shall think cf the future, era! rifle clubs.
W e have here In j On Wednesday M. Hampton Todd gilt vases of pink gladioli and pink
But only the present and you,
Maine a large number of men who of Philadelphia one of the
The chancel rail was
best mock roses.
And so Mrs. Bryan and Kathryn have are really splendid shots as
any known gentlemen, who with
iris backed by a hedge of the gladioli
thought out the plan for the rifleman will learn who attends the family have for years spent
their surmounted by candles. Bunches of
fray,
shoots at the summer outing of the summers, when not in Europe, here gladioli wrere tied to the pews and
And sent for the ‘‘kodak” and Kim Maine Sportsmen’s Fish & Game in Robins Nest Camp, had his 7 0 th the windows were hacked with the
ball,
; Association.
I don’t see why that birthday, which was also the 1 1 th same flowers and with ferns.
To celebrate “ Monty’s” Birthday.”
class of men which can be found in birthday cf his grandson, Master Mat
The bride wore a gown of ivory
The menu consisted of olives, salt almost every town in o«ur state do j hew V. B. Brinckerhoff most delightsatin embroidered in silver and seed
ed nuts, stuffed
dates,
steamed nof get together and form clubs. j fully celebrated.
Mrs. Todd invited pearls.
The court train, hung fro i
c'ams, lobsters, broiled chicken, corn They should write to Lieut. Albert all their friends and from a beautithe shoulders, was also embroidered

MAINE W OOD S
J.

Co.

SPORTSMAN HAS
BIRTHDAY

CAN GO OUT FOR
PARTRIDGES

ABOUT FORMING
RIFLE CLUB

Cl N eed a little cash to
finance that proposition?
C; A want ad may find
the fellow who has idle
cash which he would
be glad to invest.
€J It s worth trying.

CLASSIFIED
One cent • word in advance. No headline or
other display. Subjects in a. b. c. order

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—Young,
sound, acclimated horses. Both heavy

tnd light.
’Phone 14-4.
Pi. Flips, Me.

R. C. Ross.

iOR SALE—Desirable house lots in
Philips.
Address Maine Woods.

those camp owners are entertaining
their families'and friends, and the
women and children are enjoying
life at Lobster fully as much as the
men.
Vacation days are all too
short here.
Here too, may be had troutK togue
and white fish fishing, while the old
logging roads afford splendid
bird
hunting, the inlets duck shooting
and anywhere deer in abundance—
all in their seasons, as contraband
is strictly prohibited at Lobster.

FOR SALE—Bay mare, Lady Eelle
GOING A F T E R G R IZ Z L Y B EA R
by Belle Buckle by Bow Belle, 2.19%.
Dam, Lena C. by Bug wood. 8 years
old, 15% hands high, 960 lbs. Sound, Oscar \Vard, Kansas Big Game Hunt
er, Takes Twelve Horses, Guide
kind, very fast pacer. Gees with,
and Cook Into Wilds of Can
boots.
Come and see her work at
ada.
fair grounds.
Will sell at big bar
gain as I have two in slow classes.
C. S. Robbins, at fair grounds dur
Oscar Ward, of Pittsburg, Kansas,
ing fair.
big game hunter of note, is packing
------------------------------------- :--- his many trunks for an annual pil
WANTED—Position in private family
grimage into the wilds in search of
or hotel.
Etta C. Bowker, W e s t; fur .and feathers— wit’ the accent cn
Peru, Me.
the fur says the Sun, Mr. Ward’s
WANTED— By
young
American heme paper. .
couple, place to care for camps or
Mr. Ward’s efforts this fall will
hotel through winter months, would be directed against t’ e denizens of
consider any desirable place of trust. British Columbia, and in ou^ imagin
Best of references given and requir ation we already hear the sound of
ed.
"Write P. O. Box 404, Lewiston, ! another drive' on Warsaw, and with
Maine.
shut eyes can see the “ fur flying”
aieng the banks cf the Frazer river.
I caught 3 foxes in one trap in
Our local Nimrod left Pittsburg by
one night, another 5 muskrat, anoth way of Kansas'City . and St. Paul,
er 7 skunks.
Stamp for particulars, j Minn., taking the Canadian Pacific
E. L. Bowman, West Falmouth, Mass Iover the northern rente at the lat
—
ter point. He will pass through Win
L O S T — String of go’ tl beads. Finder I
nipeg and Calgary, and will leave
will be rewarded by leaving at this
the railroad at Lytton, B. C., Cana
office.
da, for the forceful reason that the
road ends there.
The travel inwardl
from Lytton is by automobile for abcut 50 miles to Lillooet, the little
camp where bis guide will meet him.
There they will rake together their
lay-cut and take on the cook, who is
a Lillooet Indian, “and wild hit the
iSpecial to Maine Woods.)
tiail on horseback for the wilds of
Greenville, Me., Sept. 14.—One • of
the Rocky Mountains.
The
tents
the prettiest bodies of water in all
and equipment will take nine pack
of Northern Maine is Lobster Lake,
horses in addition to three saddle
so-called from its formation, shaped
horses for the men.
Their
trail
like a huge lobster with a long tail
will lead some 200 miles in or up
and two monstrous claws.
It
is
from Lillooet, and 30 miles a day is
bounded on the two sides by the
considered fast traveling over the
Spencer and Vobster mountains and
reeky trails.
on all sides by beautiful white sand
The hunt will begin about the 1st
beaches.
Only four miles, dead
of
September, and though the season
water, from the Penobscot side of
as
North East Carry, Moose head Lake, is a little advanced for hears,
they
usually
hole-up
in
July
or
Aug
this lake is very easily reached, and
the many ideal camping places a ust, Ward will have a fair chance
round its shores make it one of the at straggling grizzlies or silver tips.
but
favorite side trips for the
many The country has been hunted
'parties who every season make the four years, and this season the guide
single
Allegash, Bast and West Branch rive has not been out with a
trips.
Many parties, thus having party, owing to the war.
Mr. Ward will go in armed with a
side-tripped into Lobster, have decid
Grafonola
(a pocket-edition Victrola),
ed to spend their time there rather
and two Remington .35 automatics,
than go on as per schedule.
the best big-game gun on the mark
Five splendid sets of
private
et in Mr. Ward’s opinion, and the
camps are now occupied around the
kind he has always hunted with.
shores of Lobster, three of them
With the former he intends to spring
having been built within as many
a surprise on the guide and cook,
years, which gees to show how pop
ard to give it to them cn leaving.
ular this place has become.
Chief
With the latter he counts on sur
among these are the palatial camps
prising a few goats, sheep, etc., and
of John S. Hyde, of the Bath Iron
give it to them at every opportun
Works, Bath, Maine.
The others
ity.
belong to, and are occupied by Dr.
L. F. Donahue, Bayonne, N. J.; Dr. REC OR D G R A N D A M E R IC A N A T
Wm. J. Long, Stamford, Conn.; B.
CHIC AGO.
B. Jones, "Haverhill, Mass., and Wm.
Phillips, Washington, D. C.
All of Premier Trapshooting Event of t'hf

Chicago Overture, won by H.
B.
Rebbausen, of North Platte, Nebras
ka, 98 out of a possible 100, shoot
ing Arrow shells.
Approaching the big evert of the
meet, R. H. Morse, of Chicago, shoot
ing from 18 yards, broke 95 out of a
possible 100 in the preliminary to the
Grand American, also with
Arrow
shells.
In the Grand American Handicap,
Dr. C. C. Hickman, of Yeoman, In
diana, shooting from 19 yards, with
a Remington pump gun and speed
shells, and M. E. Dewire, of Hamil
ton, Indiana,, from 18 yards, shooting
the same combination, tied with two
others, breaking 96 cut of a possi
ble 100, but lost in the shoot-off to
Mr. L. B. Clarke, a Chicago banker,
who won the event.
In the Consolation Handicap, H.
Hammersmith, of Milwaukee, Wisrons>n, walked away with the winning,
^breaking 91 out of a possible 100
from 19 yards and 18 cut of 20 in
the ghoot-off, shooting a Remington
Pump gun and speed shells.
Whoever claims that 1915 is an off
year in the sheeting sport because
of disturbances abroad is mistaken.
There have never been more club
shoots throughout the country, and
this great coming together of the
leading spirits in the sport from
ocean to ocean would seem to he
manifest evidence that -trapshooting
has such a held upon its adherents
that it is not to be materially affect
ed by outside influences.

PRIVATE CAMPS
ON LOBSTER LAKE

Year Attracts 831 Contestants.

LIVE ANIMALS WANTED
Fox, Cub Bear, Skunk, Mink,
^R accoon ,
Rabbits, O t t e r ,
' B aver.
Lynx and others.
f State sex. price and full des
c r ip t io n first letter. Write
i us before either buying or
i selling.

C. C. GARLAND,

Box D 4$7.

Old Town, Me.

William F. Nye is the

g re a t

est authority on refined oils in the

world. He was the first bottler; has
the largest business and

NYOIL

is the best oil he has ever made.

NYOIL
HAS NO EQUAL.
Beware of scented mixtures called
oil. Use NYOIL on everything
where a light oil is needed. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rod. You will
Bud it by far the best. Hardware and
Sporting goods dealers sell it in large
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
ha trial sizes at 10 c. Made by

W M . F. NYE,
Niew B e d f o r d , M a s * .

Never before in the history of trap
shooting has there been such a gath
ering of shooters as convened at Chi
cago for the Grand American Hand
icap, August 16th to 20th. The pre
vious record was held hy Dayton,
Ohio, where the same event last year
brought out 515 shooters. The middle
western metropolis, itself a center
of trapshooting .enthusiasm, had no
trouble in adding about 300 to Day
ton’s showing, making 831 shooters
in all, to step to the firing line.
To handle this Long line cf shoot
ers, 109 employees were necessary
and there was; of course, the usual
staff of Interstate Association officiails.
Probably the two events which at
tracted most attention, aside from
the Grand American Handicap itself,
were the National Amateur Cham
pionship on single targets, won by
the veteran shooter, Charles H. New
comb, of Philadelphia, who broke
99 out of a possible 100 targets,
shooting Remington-UMC. speed shells
and the National Amateur Cham
pionship can double targets
which
was carried off hy Guy V. Dering of
Columbia, Wis., who broke 92 out of
fifty pairs of targets thrown, with
the same ammunition.
One of the early events wThnch was
particularly popular locally was the

♦

MAINE WOODS
By JANET PRIEST
Maine woods1 so deeply dVanched w it h dew:
Maine woods1 with ferns and flowers enmeshed,
I plunge my soul in thoughts of you
And rise refreshed
Maine woods! so wondrous
to the child,
So glorious in later years,
For all your woodland beauty wild
Tha nk God with tears.

♦

Mrs. E. J. Wingate, Brooklyn, N. Y.; out of his mouth and fingers' at a
IT. N. Matthews, Lewiston; Mr. and distance of ~o feet and lias not yet
Mrs. F. O. Youngs, Miss Searls, Ban- I suffered any damage. Yeung Hayes
gcr; Daniel E. .Barry, Miss Barry, has already made a record by break
Boston; Ralph L. Parlow, New Lon ing eight glass balls in the air in
don, Ct.; Ernest Winterham, Bridge seven seconds, these balls being one
port, Ct.; Mrs. Melvin M. ^ Johnvcn, and one quarter inch in diameter.
Miss Dorothy Johnson, Maynard John
Master Hayes has developed so rap
son and nurse, Cambridge, Mass.; idly and .lies ish wn such rare prom
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Walker, Burtcn ise that he lias been allowed to ap
W. Bollfes, Miss H. Sylvia Bolles, pear before a theatre audience where
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore B. Dicker
son, Hartford, Conn.; Chas. R. Whip
ple, Hoses Falls, N. Y.; Ceo. M.
Harding, Philadelphia; Miss A. C.
Nesbit, Mrs. E. C. Nickels, Ardmore,
Pa.; Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Berg, New
York; Louise Youngs, G. R. and Mrs.
Youngs, Bangor.
BIG C I T Y

INDIAN POINT
CAMPS
Reports from Indian Pond Camps,
Somerset Jet., M. J. Marr, proprie
tor, are that the camps are full, and
have been all summer.
At times it
has been necessary to put up camps
to take care of the arrivals. Fishing
is excellent, and it now looks as if
the bird shooting will be the best in
years, as partridge are reported very
plenty.
Among the recent guests are the
following: Dr. B. F. Schreiver, Paul
Peil, Miss C. Whitteman, Miss Marearet Schile, Miss Edna Tompkins,
Miss Agnes H. Piel, Miss Louise G.
Piel, Lake Partin; Mr. and Mrs.
F. A. Bigelow, Miss Doris Bigelow,
Cleveland, O.; Mr. and Mrs. J. Ed.
Morrow, Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Curtis,
Bridgeport,* Conn.; Charles E. Curtis,
^New York; Dr. and Mrs. Clarence
Hyde, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Mr. and Mrs.
Chas. B. Goss, Melrose, Mass.; Mr.
an ' Mrs. Clhas. A. Lane, H. D.
Nash, Winchester, Mass.; Judge L.
E. White, Taunton, Mass.; Mr. and
Mrs. A. Foster, Winchester, Mass.;
J. K. Upham, S. H. Upham, Mr. and

BOY IS R I F L E

W IZ A R D

Claims Boy Scout Championship and
Breaks Many Records.

Roy Poole, who has been a stage
marksman for 18 years, is strong in
the belief that practically all Ameri
can boys possess the germ that
makes good rifle shots.
Mr. Poole ought to know, because
he has been working with shooting
irons practically all of his business
life and has observed shooters of all
nationalities and ages the world
’ round.
Following up some experiments a
long the lines of the claims before
states, Mr. Poole has recently taken
in hand Johnnie Hayes, a 12-year-old
Staten Island, New York youngster
and put him through some prelimin
ary paces with a rifle.
Previous
to his first lessons with Mr. Poole,
Master Hayes had never done any
shooting, having been born and
brought up within the confines of
Greater New York, where there is
not much encouragement to the kind
of target practice that a hoy likes
best.
But the boy shooter has even
thus early shown evidences of excep
tional skill.
His trainer is so con
fident of the hoy’s ability that he
has allowed him to shoot clay pipes

q T h ere*s no f a l s e
m o d e s t y a b o u t this
want ad page,
C; N o legitimate propo
sition need hesitate to
launch forth to &nd a
response.
.
^ Need not even sign
your name or address.
This office receives and
holds replies for you.

JOHJNNIE HAYES
he performed with such coolness and
ability that he will undoubtedly soon
be scheduled for a vaudeville tour.
Master Hayes’ friends claim
for
him the title - of “ Champion
Boy
Scout Rifle Shot of the World,” and
maintain that he can easily defend
this title against all comers.
In
doing his phenomenal shooting Mast
ed Hayes uses an ordinary Reming
ton .22 repeater, with regular sights
and scorns any of the fancy fixings
which stage shooters some
times
affect.
It would he interesting to know
whether in the broad expanse of the
United States there is a hoy scout
shooter who has e-qualled or exceed
ed Master Hayes’ achievements with .
the rifle.
i , *j

MAINE W O O D S
Conduct* a first class job printing departir er. t
which specializes on Camp and Hotel wcik

W h y not let u s K elp
you w ith

your

a d v e rtisin g ?

THE PLEASURE

We design and .print Books, Leaflets Folders,

O f an Occasional Trip to

PORTLAND

etc., and would be pleased to furnish samples,

Will Be Greatly Enhanced If the

NEW CHASE HOUSE

[ dummies and prices on request.

Is the Hotel Decided Upon as a
Home During Your Stay.

Positively the Only First-Class Modern
House In the City, With All Conven
iences Including Hot and Cold Running
Water and Local and Long Distance
Telephone in All Rooms.

Just a step from Monument Square
Restaurant Connected. Rates Reasonable.
Take the "J itn ey” or Munjoy Hill car f.om
Union Station.
European Plan Only, Fates £1.00 ard up.
BEST ROOMS IN THE CITY
H. E. T H U R S T O N ,
R. F. H1M M ELEIN.
Proprietors.

If

J. W. BRACKETT CO.,
>

PHILLIPS,

M AIN E

Last Friday Benj. B. Bryan of New chief relaxation is the pursuit of
York in his auto, accompanied by game ha-s greatly increased, and to-”
f ’ iends from New York and Chicago, day there are probably not far from
with Walter Weld guide, went over
five 'millions who are interested in
to Stratton and made headquarters
What this
at Ed Grose’s hotel until Tuesday, the pursuit of game!(Special Correspondence.)
where they engaged Pearl Fuller for army of five million hunters means
Mountain View House, Rangeley guide.
The gentlemen were greatly to the large and small game o f A
Lake, September 12.— Mrs. T. Potts pleasd to find such a good hotel at merica can better be imagined than
of Washington, D. C., and Mrs. Wm. Stratton and are loud in their praise described1 Modern guns and am
McAdco and daughter, Miss Eva Mc- of the hospitality received.
From munition are cf the very best, and
Adoo of New York, who have been at there they went up cn the North they are sold at prices so low as
Kennebago came to Mountain View Branch where they had excellent fly to be within the reach of all. Added
to-day for the remainder of Septem fishing, catching all they wanted, but to these very efficient weapons for
ber.
’
*
killing only a few for the table. They killing small game, are innumerable
Roy S. Barnhart of Grand Rapids, caught several 2-pound trout
killing waterfowl, as
and devices for
M;ch., arrived this week to spend the largest nearly three pounds.,
sneak-boats, punt-guns, swivel-guns,
the remainder of the season with his
Monday morning, h o’clock,
Sep sail-bo,ats, steam-launches, night float
family, who came in May and have tember 13.
‘‘Another rainy
day, ing, night lighting and others.”
greatly enjoyed the summer in one and now we will play bridge by the
The varieties of American game
of the log cabins. It is Mr. Barn open fire in the big parlor,” said one duck given by Mr. Henshaw are baldhart’s first visit to this part of the lady, but it does not dampen the en pate, Barrow’s golden-eye, black, bufcountry and he is much pleased with thusiasm of the fishermen who are
ftehead, king, Pacific, spectacled and
the place his family chose., for the starting off dressed for a rainy day.
Stellar’s eider,
fulvous
tree-duck,
summer.
“ I am glad it rains, for I must spend mallard, merganser, red-head, pin
Mrs. A. E. Nash of Bridgeport, the day packing and if it was pleas
tail, seaup, scoter, canvas-back, shov
Conn., after an absence of 15 years ant I should find it hard work,” was
eller and teal.
Of canvas-back he
has returned, accompanied by her the way one lady comforted herself, says:
nepliey, W. W. Blodgett, 2nd., of Paw as she left the friends knitting by the
“ The canvas-back, perhaps
the
tucket, R. I.
office fire.
most
famous
of
American
waterfowl,
The many friends of Win. G. Bald
Edward Banneclie of New York, has purchased its fame at a price.
win of Springfield, Mass., who lias
who came in June for a two weeks' So highly is it Prized by the epicure
spent a number of summers at Moun
stay came yesterday for another fish tl at to-day he who can afford to dine
tain View, will be pleased to learn
ing trip with Walter Wight guide.
on canvas-back sets a mark of lux
that he is in good health and will
-A.s a party of ladies were walk urious living.
Not that the canvassoon start for the San Francisco Ex
ing across the carry to Haines Land back differs essentially from other
position going via Panama Canal on
ing yesterday they had a chance to ducks, but its exceptional flavor is
S. S. Kroonland.
On his return lie
watch a handsome fox only a few due to the fact that is favorite food
plans to spend the winter in Florida
rods away and in the afternoon
a is ‘wild celery,’ a long ribbon-like
and all hope to greet him at Ran
mink came onto the wharf and play grass which grows in shallow ponds
geley next season.
ed around in front of the hotel.
and estuaries.
As the plant roots
E.
W. Snyder of New York came on
Next Sunday will be the
last several feet under the surface, only
Thursday to be present at the annual
birthday party given in honor cf Iiis mass of the summer at the little the diving dueks can secure it and
church at Oquosscc, “ Our Lady of th the plebian kinds have to be con
old friend, A. Montgomery, J.r.
Mr. and Mrs. George L. Stevens Lake,” but Rev. Fr. T. J. McLaugh tent with such floating fragments as
and daughter, Mrs. Colby L. Mer lin of Farmington, who has charge of they can pick up Or can steal from
now
and their more aristocratic relatives, in
rill of FarmingtQn and K. E. Ram ti ls mission will come
say of Portland were here on an then during the winter. The church Oregon and Washington, the canvasservices have been- Largely attended back lives much upon wap-atc, a bulb
automobile trip this week.
Sohie
Sundays 200 like root formerly a staple article of
Landlord Bowley is having a little this season.
vacation, as lie accepted an invita have been present and as many as 15 food among many Indian tribes, and
from their exceptional flavor is said to
tion from H. F. Marson on Saturday automobiles, people coming
The beautiful flowers be little, if any inferior to that of
to take an automobile trip
across miles away.
with which the church was decorat the celery-fed canvas-back cf the
country to Augusta.
Prized alike hy sportsmen
R. B. Clark of Brooklyn, N. Y., is ed yesterday, asters, phlex, etc., east.
the
one of the annual
comers, who were sent from the garden by Mrs. and by epicure the ranks of
H.
P.
Smith
a
Boston
lady,
who
at
canvas-back
have
been
depleted
by
finds this a perfect cure for' hay fev
er, and “ the best place I know of their summer heme, Camp Nikowos- the relentless pursuit to which it
soc, on the shore of Rangeley lake has been subjected.
However, the
for vacation days,” he said.
John DeCaster an artist and
an has the finest garden in this re greater number of these ducks breed
angler from London, England, who is gion, in which she takes great pleas far to the northward where they are
safe, and under present laws their
spending the summer in
America, ure and spends many happy hours.
las been here for several days and
Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Dickson, who number should increase to something
expressed himself as greatly pleased have for the seasen been at their like their former abundance.”
Despite this country’s present vast
with the beautiful scenery of this camp on South Beg Island, returned
wealth in game birds, according to
to Ne\v York this week.
region.
.
Mrs. S. S. Sias and daughter, Miss
Camxo Anthcny is also closed. Mr. the writer, they would soon be shot
Martha G. Sias of Brookline, Mass., and Mrs, Maxmilian Foster and little away but for proper protection. As
friends of Prof, and Mrs. H. A. Dun daughter, ‘‘Betty” went back to New it is, he continues, the number of
game birds to-day are quite insignifi
ham, who occupy one of the cottages Y o rk this week.
for the season, cn their return from
Among those who left
Mountain cant when compared to the abun
Destruction
Kennebago spent most of the week View this week after a happy sum dance of former days.
here and went home via the chain of mer were Mrs. E. P. Thayer
and of former breeding places by drain
lakes, through Dixville Notch and via Miss E. L. Gregory, who have spent age and, more especially, the relent
White Mountains on Saturday.
many pleasant weeks and friends all less pursuit with firearms, are the
Prof. Marshall P. Cram, Miles E. hc-pe to welcome them early in 1916. causes assigned for the falling off
Mr. Henshaw writes:
Langley and Stanley P. Chase of
Miss R. A. Witham of Sadbury, of supply.
Bowdoin College, Brunswick,
while Mass., Is chaperoning a party of four
“ The statements of the early chron
on a motor trip, remained here sev young ladies from Kansas City, Mo., iclers regarding the multitudes
of
eral days recently.
\Vho came Saturday and are most ducks, plover and wild pigeons aN
The “ Gordon Trio” whose
fine pleasantly located here while for the most defy belief.
When, in the
music has for two summers been so first time visiting the Rangeleys.
records of the first part of the last
much enjoyed by the guests, return
As there is a larger number of century, one reads of clouds of pig
ed home this week, hut all hope they guests now being entertained at this eons that required three days to pass
will come back another year.
hotel than ever before so late in a given point in a continuous mov
Gel. Geo. R. Fearing of New York the season, and others ^re coming, ing stream, and again of flocks esti
and grandson, Geo. R. Fearing, 3rd., ard these here will linger as long mated to contain^more than two bil
of Boston and friend,-Evans Spauld as possible, it does not seem as if lion birds, credulity is taxed to the
ing of the same city and C. Danforth October was coming so soon.
limit.
Yet not only one such flock
of New York, who were here in the •Everyone regrets that the Pullman was observed, but they were of per
spring have been here again
this car will be taken off and the chang iodic occurrence duriug many years
week, making the trip in the $10,000 for these autumn days will be most of our early history, and the ac
Crane automobile in which the Col delightful and many would like to counts of them are too well 'attested
onel has twice traveled thousands of linger for the hunting.
to be doubted.
As throwing a cur
miles in Europe,
ious sidelight on the abundance of
‘‘Fisherman Hawkins” still does
wild fowl and the hardships to which
the honors and has brought in the
the slaves of the period were sub
largest fish this week, a 4-pound sal
jected, I quote from Grinnel,
who
mon.
states that ‘in early days’ slave own
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. A. Garrigue of
ers, who hired out their slaves, stipPlainfield, N. J., who are now in
u’ated in the contract that canvasWith the beginning of the hunting back ducks should net be fed to
Everybody went down tej Joe Mor their fine new camp on the lake
in’s boat house last evening for a share, Saturday gave a picnic invit season, says the Bangor News, the them more than twice each week.’ ”
North
A high money value is placed on
dance and it was a good time they ing the following guests of this variety and plenty of the
American
huntsman’s
domain
is in cur game resources, Mr. Henshaw
hotel:
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Thomas
Stew
had, and the boat house looked very
art Rowlette and son, R. Stewart dicated in a communication to the states that Oregon values her game
pretty decorated with many flags.
from resources, consisting largely of game
Rowlette of Brookline, Clarence Dor- National Geographic society
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Parson of
sett, his daughter, Miss
Carolyn Henry W- Henshaw, chief of the birds, at $5,000,000 a year, while
Youngstown, Ohio, K. R. G. Parsons
Biological
Survey, California and Maine each claim their
and aunt, Miss Ella L. Dorsett of United States
and John D. Parsons of Harvard Col
New York, and other friends, making which tells of “ American Came game to be worth $20,000,000 a
lege and Albert D. Sturtevant of
Mr. Henshaw enumerated year, which suggests the enormous
a party of twenty who by motor Birds.”
Washington, D. C., a Yale student,
boats crossed the lake, and guide more than 100 kinds of game birds aggregate value of the
country’s
who came as far as The Barker in
Geo. Lamb on the shore built
a common to this country’s preserves game.
Hr. Henshaw concludes his
their touring car have been enjoying
fire and broiled chicken, made ‘‘flap among which are 37 kinds of ducks, communication with an expression of
life here for the past week.
jacks” and ccoked other good tilings eight kinds of goose, eight kinds of the belief that the government and
There remains a larger number of for this feast out in the open, which (Huail, and five kinds of grouse. While
the people of the couniry should do
guests here than usual for Septem all voted "was cne of the happy America’s preserves are distinguished
all in their power to protect and to
ber and as the pool does not close events of this season. “ Baby Wig- among the hunting fields of the wor'.f
bring about a rightful use this rich
until October 1st quite a party of fly ton,” the little grandson of Mr. and f^r their wealth of game, the writer
heritage.
fishermen plan to reel in September Mrs. Garrigue was , “ king* of
the shows that they are hunted with dan
j 30th.
feast.”
Miss Dorsett on Wednesday gerous thoroughness.
He says:
NOW
FOR
M A IN E
night gave a dinner party in honor
‘‘America has always been a para S U S B C R IB E
MaKe your purchases frem Main* cf Wm. and Clarence Garrigue, eight dise for sportsmen, but
of
late
WOODS AND
READ A LL
Wood* advertisements.
being entertained.
years the number of those
whose
T H E O U TfN G M E W S .

room was cleared for a grand mas
querade ball.
The place was com
pletely changed by the decorations,
with the many flags and Japanese
lanterns and the people were even
changed more. • The grand march
Grand Masquerade Ball Much En was led by little Daniel Wister and
Julian© Miner as Indians, and the
joyed— 50 Guests Take Ac
little ones all masked
represented
cow beys, Red Riding Hood, etc., fol
tive Part.
lowed by the grown-ups, led by F.
P. Marble as Santa Claus and Miss
(Special Correspondence.)
Elizabeth Tummey as a Christmas
Upper Dam, Sept. 9.—The belated tree.
Mr. Van Dusen was a hand
summer days are welcomed and therOj some Scotch laddie and his wife a
are fish in the pool, although not Dutch boy, Mrs, T. Miner a Dutch
everyone can tempt them to take girl, Wm. B. Fair took the cake as
an organ grinder, and Dr. Gummey
the fly.
Geo. F.
I tliInk the fisherman whose smile shared honors with him.
became a broad grin and everyone Brown and Mrs. Wkn. B. French im
congratulates is Geo. F. Brown ol personated George and Martha Wash
Mrs, Brow® came as a pac
Germantown, Penn., who for five ington.
summers has day after day cast the of cards; Walter H. Sawyer was a
fly over the pool, and who never dandy Uncle Tom, and Mrs. Sawyer
caught the much wanted three-pound a fashionable lady of 1850; Tom Min
fish .that would allow him to pen er acted well the part of Happy
his name on the book of bo-oks a Hooligan; Dr. Wister came as Bust
mong the Dam fishermen. On Sun er Brown, and Mrs. Wister as Mrs.
day afternoon Mr. Brown struck a Vernon Castle; Mir. and Mrs. Donald
trout that was a joy for him to land White with Mr. and Mrs. Bly repres
Dr.
and a shout went up from the ang ented the Red Cross Society;
lers in the pool as they
called, Harper was a fascinating Belle; Miss
“ Brownie has got a record,”
and Margaret Ambrose was a pretty In
sure enough It was a 3-pound,
fl dian maiden; Mr. Greenia was a
ounce trout and since he has caught perfect Jew peddler; Mrs. Nicholas
a 3-pound, 2-ounce salmon, both with a handsome court lady and her hus
band a country Rube; Mrs. F. R.
a white tipped Montreal.
Mrs. Wm. B. Fair of East Orange, Baker, the lone fisherman; Jack
N. J., is- still the “ queen of the pool” Greenia as a Darltie dude, gave a cak
and with her light rod landed an walk and Mrs. Fair was a Japanese
More than 50 were in cos
other record, a 3-pound, 4-ounce sal lady.
tume, each ’one being called upon
mon.
The waitresses in
E. F, Van Dusen, the New' York to do a stunt.
angler is still in the ring and since charge of Mrs. Butler, all dressed in
our last report to the Maine Woods, white did well their part of serving
It was
records two salmon, 3 pounds, 7 ice cream, cake and punch.
nearly midnight when the dance was
ounces and 3 pounds.
Another angler who may well he over and all returned to their camp
proud, for after three years’ trying, saying, “ it was the best yet,” and
Dr. J. W. Harper of
Hartford, Upper Dam is noted for the fine en
times
Conn., has now recorded his first tertainments and jolly good
which all enjoyed.
fish, a 3-pound, 2-ounce trout.
Hon. Arthur B. Calkins of New
Mrs. T. L. Barber of South Fram
London, Conn., with a No. 6 white ingham, Mass., on Thursday after
tipped Montreal fly records a 4-pound* noon gave a card party, after which
1-ounce salmon, and one 4 pounds, 2 the ladies were all invited for tea
ounces.
and a social hour.
E. M. Nicholas of Columbus, Ohio,
Dr. J. W. Harper and his mother
records a 3-pound, 7-ounce trout and
have been joined by Mr. and Mrs. F.
four salmon weighing 3 pounds, 5
C. Treat and M. W. Treat of Hart
ounces; 4 pounds, 5 ounces;
3
ford, Conn., who come to this place
pounds, 6 ounces, and 6 pounds, 3
for their first visit and are much
ounces.
pleased with the place.
S. H. Palmer of Bethlehem, Penn.,
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Dougherty
two salmon, one weighing 5 pounds,
of
Syracuse, N. Y., after a pleasant
12 ounces, the other, 4 pounds, 6
month
in West Branch Pond Camps
ounces, and his son, S. H. Palmer,
at Kokadjo in Aroostook
county,
Jr., a 3-pound, 3-ounce trout.
where
they
found
goed
fishing
and
E. J. Atlee of Germantown, Penn.,
landed a 3-pound, 5-ounce
salmon. greatly enjoyed woods life, have re
of
Tom Miner of New York one
4 turned to spend the remainder
pounds, 2 ounces, and T. L. Barber, September here.
Mr. and Mrs. D. C. White of Lew
a 4-pound, 3-ounce salmon, and here’s
hoping Mrs. F, R. Baker of Rum- iston were this week joined by Wal
Her
fort Point, who is one of the best lace H. White, Jr., and son,
anglers who comes here and for bert Frye White.
eight years has failed to land the
F. P. Marble of Lowell, Mass., has
much desired record from the pool, come to spend September with Mrs.
may do so before October.
Marble, who is a great sufferer from
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Miner and their hay fever and finds this place a per
dear little girls who have had such fect cure,
a happy summer in their attractive
Francis L. Mclleary and F. Collis
camp, were on Tuesday called home Morgan of Philadelphia have been
to New York on account of the ill recent guests of Dr. and Mrs, J, W.
ness of Mr. Miner’s brother.
Wister.
Last Saturday evening the dining
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Guillow of Low
ell, Mass., have been enjoying a ten
days’ stay at Upper Dam.
Mr. and Mir®. Geo. W. Pettingill
and Geo. W., Jr., of Rumford have
been visiting with Mrs. F. R. Baker.
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Kennard of Rum
ford were also week-end guests of
Mrs. Baker.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. H. Greenia who
have been at Midway camp for sev
eral weeks are now' in one of the
camps near the hotel, and Mr. and
Mrs. J. A. Julia of Lewiston, Mr. and
Mrs. H. W. Noyes of Boston are at
Midway.

MANY RECORD
FISH ADDED

People L ik e Pie
E specially w hen the crust
is the crisp, flaky, ten d er
kind th a t W illia m T e ll
makes—the digestible, whole
some crust that brings every
one back for a second piece.
They like William T ell cake
just as well, and William Tell
bread, biscuits and muffins.
The reason? Ohio Red Winter
Wheat and a special process of
milling obtainable only in
(27)

W illiam Tell
F lou r
• . H. McKenzie Trading Co.,
Phillip* Maine.

NOTES FROM
MT. VIEW

ENORMOUS VALUE
OF GAME

rifle barrel in any way when

fired evening, and Mr. Carter has caught men were caught and landed by their
several salmon weighing from 5 to party.
Out of this
number all
8 pounds when at Mingo, and that were returned to pool except
six
Spot he said, ‘‘We are always glad to fish over three pounds which were
come back to this, the best place we saved and aptpeared cn the table of
i
Mr. Carter came in friends who needless to say appre
*
<care o f thisQaeiper.
^
Ans. They have no advantage have found.
June and as usual will spend ' the ciate the skill cf these disciples of
whatever for hunting purposes.
Isaac Walton.
•
3. What chemicals are used in last of the season here.
Spotlight cartridges?
The past week several large par
Mr. Welch, accompanied by f.riend,
Ans. The formula is kept secret, ties who have •been here for weeks James Cameron, made a second trip
hut it is probably a flash composit returned home.
this week and visited the pools on
ion as used by manufacturers of fire
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. F. Cotter of the Seven Pond/ Stream, where he
works.
Lynn, Mass., with their family o f also found big fish in plenty. Three
4. What is good for rust in a rifle seven and maids, as happy children fish that they brought heme weighed
\rs.
barrel?
as ever spent a summer in the Maine 9% pounds.
Ans. If a barrel is net badly wilderness and who were loved by
Master Richard Chute, with Her
rusted, the best thing is a good brass everyone and will always be welcom bert Moore as guide secured a beau
bristle brush and nitro solvent oil ed, their chauffeur with
their tiful 4y2 pound trout this
week,
and plenty of “ elbow grease.”
Pierce-Arrow car left this morning. which lie sent to H. L. Welch for
5. What is good to keep a rifle The many friends of this family hope mounting.
To say this young man
from rusting?
they will spend many summers in was pleased would be putting
it
Ans. A thorough cleaning aild a the future in the Rangeleys,
mildly.
P R O B L E M S OF O P E N S IG H T S .
j cription of the properties of shotgun
thorough coating on the inside of
Miss Florence L. Hughes and her
Theodore DeWitt is another of our
-----------powders, it is not possible to say
the barrel with a good gun grease is sister, .Miss Elizabeth F. Hughes of
most skillful anglers.
He secured
Many hunters have wondered why that any one of the three mentioned the surest way.
Some of the nitro
the open rear sight on a rifle is Iwill give better range than another, sclvetit oils are efficient, although no Brooklyn, N. Y., who came with the five fish weighing over three pounds
family of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Rus and brought in two weighing 3 pounds
placed part way up the barrel and
2. Which is best for the 12 gauge oil is as good as a heavy grease.
sell the first of July, were
sorry In one day’s fishing.
Mr. DeWitt
not as near the shooter’s eye as pos- gun?
6. I have a rifle which
catches that their stay could not be extend
lias returned home greatly benefited
^fible.
In tact jUi-t the other day I
Ans. Shotgun barrels are the eas- rust in about two days after I clean
ed another month, for no one in this in health freon his second trip to.
read a letter from a sportsman in j est 0f all firearms to keep clean, it.
When I get done shooting, I ; region have had a better summer
camp this season.
which i’.e stated that a certain rifle ! and it makes very little difference c-ean it out good with oil.
Then I than this party of eight
Judge Wm. C. McAdoo and party
would be perfect if only the rear -which kind o f powder is used, so long give it a coating of the same oil
Richard Katz of New York City regretfully left for home Saturday,
sight were placed way back near his j as the guns are cleaned the same and set it away until the next day. has joined his family, whb have had
after a six weeks’ stay.
€f e ! day the shooting is done. (3) There 'The next day I clean it inside of the one of the log cabins on the hill
Capt. and Mrs. T. M. Potts, who
k The rifle designer is twixt
the- j
no particular difference in the barrel until it shines like a looking since the first of July and they will
have been enjoying their first stay
devil and the deep blue sea on this shooting qualities of the two makes glass.
The outside gets a good remain until the end cf the season.
in camp, returned home Saturday.
point.
The farther the sights a r e ]0f guns you mention,
cleaning, too.
Then I give it a
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. -Dudley, Mr. “ We will see you another season,”
placed apart, the greater the sighting; ^ Is there any advantage in us- coating of oil and vaseline. In about
and Mrs. G. P. Roberts of Hollc-weil, they said upon leaving.
radius which tends toward accuracy.
two days a thin layer of rust is while on an automobile trip through
smokeless powder?
There is still a large waiting list
On the other hand if the rear sight 1 **
_
Ans. There are many advantages under the oil and vaseline. I do not the Rangeleys. spent Sunday here.
of people who wish to come, and as
u placed too far back it appears to
Mr. and Mrs. S. Pretzfeld of New soon as a party leaves a camp it is
in using smokeless
powder aside e'ean my rifle when it is cold. I set
the eye as fuzzy as a French poodle,-j
it by the stove until it gets warm York are among those who have immediately taken possession cf by
from
the
fact
that
there
is
no
smoke.
and it does not therefore improve the
I have chosen Mingo for the month of Sep others.
One is less recoil and another
is and then I clean it good.
The scribe heard the fol
accuracy to any noticeable extent.
that black powder is extremely dirty another rifle which I give the same tember.
lowing story in the office as one
The problem is to strike a com
away
A party of three New York gentle entleman was trying to secure ac
when compared with smokeless pow treatment and I can set it
promise which will give best results
der and fouls the barrel up so that for six months and it won’t have a men, Dr. E. T. Thomas, J. A. Hen commodations for friends.
Landlord
under average conditions.
A very
drick and J. Debois, who came on Grant regretfully informed him that
cleaning after using hlack powder is speck of rust on it.
interesting experiment along these
Ans. You do net say what cali Wednesday for their first visit to he had no very desirable vacancies.
a very messy job.
lines is to cut out some sights frem
bre the rifle is.
As you speak a this part of Maine express themselvtal “ But you will put them somewhere,
5. The hunting season opens Sep
light pasteboard, place ’em on
a
bove of .22 calibre cartridges I as as greatly pleased with leg
cabin and they’ll like it.”
As the story
table lined up with an open window tember 7th and the open season for sume it is a .22 cal. rifle.
If so, life in the Rangeleys.
runs, “ A young chappie went into a
and sight through them at some ob rail or rice hen starts the 6tli of Sep 1 am almost willing to bet ycu are
Mr. and Mrs. Luther C. Brown and saloon in a mining town, said, ‘‘And
Are ycu allowed to shoot
ject a hundred feet or so away, and tember.
using smokeless cartridges. The best son, Master Aaron of Worcester, I ’ d like a little shewry in a thin
you will be able to observe for your tnese birds on the 6tli or must ycu way to stop rust when using smoke Mass., and Mrs. W. V. Collender cf
glawss,”
to which the bartender
self the above mentioned difficulties. wait till the 7th?
less cartridges is to stop using iNew York, who came in July are en made reply, “ You’ll drink whiskey
Ans. The Game Law reads it is
smokeless cartridges.
joying automobile trips over
the out of a tumbler and you'll like it.”
“ unlawful to kill rail or rice
hen
A E., Milwaukee, Wis.
Use lesmok or semi-smokeless cart country and Mr. Brown often spends
Every tent is still occupied, but
between
the
30th
day
of
November
1.
Which powder has the longest
ridges.
They do net have the cor hours on the Rangeley golf links. On there is a full quota of hunters yet
range, black, smokeless or Ballistite? and the succeeding 7th day of Sep rosive effect on the barrel that Monday morning Bradford Lambert,
to make their appearance.
September 6th is there
Ans. From ycur classification, It tember.”
smokeless powder lias.
This is not with Messrs. Brown and son, Dick
Additions will be begun on a new
fore
in
the
closed
season
and
you
seems to me that you are a little
’ n any sense a knock on any parti Katz and John P. Holman started set of camps this fall so that next
confused.
There are two kinds of must wait until the 7th.
cular make of cartridges as all .22 out in two canoes and went up year there will be plenty of room.
powders in use, hlack powder and
calibre smokeless cartridges have a Hunters Cove, crossed the carry to
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Gilman and Mr.
smokeless powder. Black powder is E. M. T., Budsfield, Maine.
vicious effect on the barrel. No one Dodge pond, then paddled through to and Mrs. H. P. Garland of
Saco
Do
you
consider
the
Model
14
the original gun powder made from
has yet succeeded in developing a Round pond, and took their canoes arrived this week for their annual
charcoal, sulphur and saltpetre. All high power slide action carbine with powder for .22 calibre cartridges through the wcods to the Logans,
summer visit making Mr. Garland’s
smokeless powders are either nitro 18% inch barrel, .25 calibre accurate which will not have this effect.
I where they camped for the night. second trip this season.
and
powerful
enough
for
deer,
bear,
cellulose or nitro-glycerine or some
would also suggest that you use a At several places they had excellent
The partridges were never so abun
combination of the two.
Roughly woodchucks, etc. How long should nitro solvent oil instead of the one fly fishing, but were a tired crowd
dant as this year and duck seems to
tfre
barrel
last,
cr
in
other
words,
speaking, nitro-cel’ ulcse is produced
ycu are now ufing.
after they had shouldered their can be on the increase.
A family of
ammunition
by treating either wood or cotton how many rounds cf
oes for the return trip.
wood duck, which are quite rare has
could
be
used
before
the
barrel
fibre with nitric acid in the presence
Prop. Ccle wl o came from Boston been seen near the camps.
The
cart
of sulphuric acid, and nitro-glycerine wears out, using the factory
on the night Pullman, arriving here white-bodied male was a beautiful
ridges?
is the result of treating glycerine in
this morning said
everybody who specimen and it is to he hoped that
Ans. Very satisfactory for this
the same way with the above named
could was coming this way and the he escaped the eye of the gunners
v
ork.
The
length
of
life
cf
a
bar
acids.
When black powder burns in
fa in s were crowded, every man who and will make the lake his home an
the barrel, a considerable part of rel depends so entirely on the care
could leave business was ‘‘coming to other season.
the product of the combustion is sol- it receives that it is very difficult to
Maine for a fishing trip.”
Everybody was sorry to have the
state
a
definite
date
for
its
wearing
*d matter.
When smokeless powder
popular clerk Harrison Amber leave.
out.
I
should
say
that
such
a
barturns the amount of solid matter is
He is to teach in the Rangeley
very small indeed.
Nitrc-glycerine re’ would he good for 4,000 to 5,000
Grammar school as last season. Mr.
rounds
before
the
accuracy
fell
off
or nitro-celUilcse when used in their
(Special Correspondence.)
Amher has occupied the position of
natural state are entirely too pow t-j any noticeab’ e extent, and would
Mingo Springs, Rangeley Lake,
clerk for three seasons now and lias
undoubtedly
sheet
many
thousand
erful and ungovernable for use in
September 11.—At 5.30 o’clock this
made
a host of friends.
rifles and shotguns.
They are there . more sufficiently accurate for all morning I was called from nod land
The
woods are beginning silowly
hunting
purposes.
fore toned down by the addition of
bv hearing someone on the wharf ex Big- Catches Make in Kennebago
to put on their September dress and
various materials which retard their
claim, “ Oh! did you see that big sal
Stream.
at no time of the year are
the
_
t •
burning qualities.
Bulk smokeless E. C. H., Waterloo, Iowa.
mon? He jumped out of water. There
lakes any more
beautiful
than
Can
you
tell
how
I
can
blue
a
gun
he is again."
Then I remembered
powders fer use in shotguns are so
(Special Corresoondence.)
through the fall months.
it was almost the middle of the last
compounded that when used in the barrel?
Grant’s, Kennebago Lake, Me., Sep
Mr. and M/ds. E. N. Coates of
Ans.
I
would
advise
sending
it
month for fishing, and that one of tember 14.—The scribe hears that Springfield, Mass., are
same bulk as the old black powder
occupying
.
load will give- approximately .the to the makers.
the best fishermen who comes here there is a scheme afloat to build a their attractive
camp,
Harmony
was in one c f the cabins, and I won row of camps and labelling
same results. Dense smokeless shot
them Lodge.
This is Mr. Coates’ second
W. B. H., Jr., Corpus Ohristi, Tex.
dered if he had unpacked his fish “ Honeymoon Cottages,” to accommo trip this season.
gun powders are compounded to pro
1. Ple'ase give me a good recipe ing tackle.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. date the bridal couples during the
duce the proper ballistic results with
Miss Lois M. Piper of Fairfield
for removing rretal and nitro fouling
out regard to their bulk. Bulk smoke
D. Carter of Portland arrived last season.
This
year
seems
to
have
has
arrived to open the fall term of
less powder should be loaded by from a Krag-Jorgensen rifle.
been especially favored in that re school,
Ans. A receipt for removing metal
bulk, that is, by the actual volume
spect for there has been no less than
J.
Blaine Morrison of Phillips and
_ fouling is as follows:
occupied by t! e powder. Dense pow
ten newly married couples who have wife, Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Field were
| Ammonium Carbonate,
200 grs.
der should be loaded by weight only,
spent at lea^t a part of their honey visitors Sunday.
Ammonium Hydrate,
6 oz.
that is, -the actual weight of the I
moon at Grant’s.
The latest to
Geo. C. Tenmant and James Mc
Ammonium Persulphate,
1 oz.
charge.
From the foregoing
des
come are:
Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Carthy with two guides walked from
Distilled water,
4 oz.
Hallett of Boston, and Mr. and Mrs. Camp Azicoos into camp on Saturday
A brass bristle brush and a 'good
Howard E. Grant of Rangeley. Mrs. and spent the night, walking back
nitro solvent, oil which can of course
Grant, nee Miss Sadie Pickens, is Sunday.
bo obtained from any hardware or
well-known here having been for
Dr. and Mrs. IT. H. Donaldson are
For Stomach, Liver, Bowels
sporting goods dealer wlil remove
three years past an efficient aid to making their annual three
weeks’
These organs are so important to mtro fouling, i. e., the actual powder
the company in capacity cf steno stay in camp.
the bodily health, that we want Tto re6iaue<
'
.
show you" how to keep them well. In
grapher.
Both young couples have
On September 6th 24 arrivals be
2. Does the U. S. Government
digestion, dyspepsia, biliousness, sick
the
best
wishes
of
the
community
for
sides
a full house kept everybody on
headache, constipation and numerous sell ammunition for the Krug?
a happy and prosperous married life. the hustle.
'
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.
other ills come from faulty stomach
Ans. Yes, but only through the
if
anyone
would
like
to
know
abcut
Miss
Lillian
Pratt
of Rangeley has
and bowel action. “ L. f . ’’ Atwood’s National Rifle Association or
Offers
room
with
hot
ard
the
Medicine is so safe#and speedy, that
cold water for $1.00 per day
fishing oil Kennehago river and vi taken the place of Miss Thelma An
National
Guards.
once you try it, you will not want to
and up, which includes free
cinity let them inquire of Herbert derson as waitress.
be without a bottle of it in the house.
use of public shower baths.
W, C. Ferguson of Garden
City
Welch, the popular fish taxidermist
Thousands have used it with daily J. D., Empire, Mich.
Nothing to Equal Tkis in New England
at Haines Landing. 'He can tell still enjoys the distinction cf being
benefit, during the past sixty years.
Is it safe or practical to use high
Let us send you a trial bottle free.
them of some record catches, which high line in camp, with a 5-lb., 9-cz.
Rooms with private baths
Write your name and address, very velocity ammunition in the 25.20 and
Mr. Ferguson lias
caught
he and friends have made
during trout.
for $1.50 per day and up;
plainly, on a postal, and mail it to us, 38.55 rifles not having nickel steel
suites
o
f
two
rooms
and
bath
)■
many
good
fish
and
his
son,
Eric,
the
past
two
weeks.
On
cne
clay’s
today. We will send you the free barrels?
for $4.00 per day and up.
sample postpaid by return mail.
fishing at the pools cn Kennebago who is with hint is a very enthus
Ans. Yes.
A B SO LU TE LY FIREPROOF river, Messrs. Welch, Dr. F. A. iastic fisherman and has also made
FREE.— On receipt o f a yellow outside
wrapper with your opinion of the m edicine,
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
Hayden and Dr. Eastman took over some fine catches.
we will send one o f our N eedle B ooks with a E. S., Omaha, Nebr.
Send for Booklet
good assortment o f high grade needles, useful
Lunching parties is the thing these
75 record fish and they estimate that
1.
Will
the
pewly
designed
‘‘Spot
in every family.
STORER F. CRAFTS
G en .
Manager
beautiful
September days.
about
200
pounds
of
trout
and
sallight” .22 calibre cartridges hurt a
same?
arget Tips
HuT^Cmg' Helps inAns.
No.
2.
Would
you recommend
^ x ‘ ____ b
yAlfred. iKLane
light cartridges for hunting?
.Send Questioh§^tO/l^[rL

A New Questions and Answers Department
of interest to Shooters

NOTES FROM
MINGO SPRINGS

. FREE MEDICINE

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.

“ L. F .” M E D IC I N E C O . ,

P o r tla n d , M e .

RECORD FOR
NEWLYWEDS

Where To Go In Maine
OTTER POND CAMPS
A re open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
ing an J hunting. Send for circular.

YORK C A M P S ,

GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop..
Caratunk, Me.

RANGELEY, MAINE

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
FISHING
AT

'

Joh n © a r v iile ’s G am ps
at S p rin g Lake
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout- My camps
ere moat charmingly situated on the shores of
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds.
Surest of spring water and the table is first-' tass.
elevation 1.800 feet above sea level, g-andest or-enery a»d pure mountain air Hay fever and malaria
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and sahaon fishing and in l he neighboring
itraams and ponds arc abundance of brook trout.
Buckbeard roadB only 2-12 miles. An ideal tamily
summer resort. Telephone communications with
•Milage and doctor. References furnished. Terms
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CAR VILLE. Flagstaff. Me.

Biakeslee

Lake

C am p s

RANGELEt TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE
On Rangeley Lake.
Thoroughly modern.
On direct automobile
route. Tavern all year.
Lake View House
Tuly 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.

•

N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Raugeley, Maine.

FOR SALE
INDIAN POINT AND BUILDINGS
just across the cove from the
Mountain View House at the
outlet o f Rangeley lake.
For
particulars, address

F. C. FOWLER,
*
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
Best of Bear, Deer and Bird shoot
MAINE
ing.
Write for illustrated booklet and OQUOSSOC,
map. Address, Oct. 15. till May 1st,
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
COME TO C4RRY POND CAMPS
Maine.
for the fall hunting and be comfortable.
A furnace heated house when too cold
for log cabins. License for deer shoot
ing now fifteen dollars. Write for
further information.
'H E N R Y J. LANE,
Via Bingham
H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r. Carry Pond. Me.

W EST EN D
HOTEL
Portland,

Maine

Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Vhk&ee vacationists, tourists hnd sport men. All farm, dairy products, pork
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
aieat3, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
American plan. Send for circular.

SEVERAL TO ENTER
HEBRON ACADEMY
Marshmallow

Toast

Enjoyed—

Pythian Sisters Celebrate
VIA RUMFORD FALLS
Bast Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
fishing begins about June 1. Send for circular.
House always open. JOHN CH ADW ICK & CO.,
Upper Dam. Maine.
W ar or no war
Pierce Fond Camps
urill be open on time for large trout and salmon
gshing. Best of reference4 furnished. Send
nor circular. C. A. Spaulding, Caratunk. Me.

Go to
BLAINE VILES’
LEDGE HOUSE AND CABINS
Dead River,
Maine
Fishing, Hunting, Excellent Accom 
modations, Reasonable Prices.
Special Sunday Dinners.
Round Mountain Lake Camps. W rite forfree
booklet. D IO N O. B L A C K W E L L . Proprietor,
Round Mountain. Maine

D EAD R IV E R REGION

The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
section Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F.
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine

PACKARD'S GAM PS
Rangeley Lakes
Rangeley,
Maine
Open from May 15th to Dec. 1st.
Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part
ridge and duck hunting.

Mingo Springs Hotel and Camps
The ideal place to spend your vaca
tion. Good fishing, hunting and motor
ing. Table not surpassed in this sec
tion. Write for booklet.
C. A. COLE, Prop., Rangeley, Maine
VERY BEST HUNTING

GROUNDS

at
SPECTACLE LAKE C 4M P S

And stream fishing cannot be duplicated
elsewhere.
Send for circulars and
references.
FRANK R. VAUGHAN, Prop.,
E U S T IS ,

•

-

M AIN E

MOOSELOOKMEGUNT1C HOUSE
AN D LOG CAMPS.
Heart of the Rangeleys. Beat fishing region.
"Special June and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.

BE A SPORT
and go hunting this fall. You will find good,
warm camps, good table and good beds at the

WESSELL C A M P S
MadamesKa LaKes, Maine
P. O. Address ST O C K H O L M . Me. 3 miles from
B. & A. R. R. on good auto road. Rates $2.00
per day. $10.50 per week.

HUNTERS
Deer, Bear, Partridge and Woodcock
shooting. New locality open to hunt
ers. Write to
H EM O N S. BLACK W ELL,
Saddleback Lake Camps,
Dallas. Maine.

BILLY SOULE'S NEW CAMPS
LAKE M ILLM AGASSETT
September fly fishing for Big Trout. Plenty
of partridges and deer. P. O. address Ox Bow,
Maine.
R ANGELEY L A K E S
Camp Bends, The Birches, The Barker. Write
for free circular.
CAPT. F. C. BAR K ER . Bemia. Maine.

Birthdays.
(Special Correspondence.)
Rangeley, September 15.—A jolly
party of High school students enjoy
ed \a marshmallow toast at Tomlin
son’^ farm Thursday night. The party
made the trip by hayrack.
Miss Marian Bean, who has been
in Auburn the past summer returned
home Monday night.
John F. Rollins of Bangor is a
guest at F. N. Harris’.
Miss Bertha Russell leaves Wednes
day morning to enter the Central
Maine General hospital at Lewiston
for training.
L. D. Haley took a trip to Heb
ron Monday to accompany Ids daugh
ter who enters school. Vance Oakes
accompanied them as he also enters
Hebron Academy this fall.
,Rev. and Mrs. H. A. Childs, son
Harwood and daughter, Aletha are
visiting at Dixfield.
Mr. Childs will
accompany his son to Hanover where
he will enter the Freshman class at
Dartmouth.
Mrs. John Eastman and children,
Roberta and Thorn ton of Exeter ar
rived Friday night and are at Earl
PiJlsbury’s.
Miss
Eastman and
brother are continuing their studies
in High school.
Mrs. E. P. McCa.rd left Monday
for Boston for the fall styles. She
will be accompanied by Miss Alice
Sweetser.
Mrs. H. B. McCard has
charge , of the store during her ab
sence.
'
Mr. ahd Mrs. H. A. Furbish start
Wednesday morning for an auto trip
to Caribou.
Mason Russell and Hayden Huntcon left Wednesday morning for
University of Maine.
The
latter
will take a course in pharmacy.
Last Thursday evening
following
t'ie Pythian Sisters meeting a pleas
ant time was' enjoyed, the occasion
being the celebration of the birthdays
cf Mrs. Earle Huntoon and Mrs. Florein Tibbetts.
The ladies were each
presented with a fine birthday cake
and an appropriate gift. The affair
was a genuine surprise to both ladies
and the occasion will long be re
membered.
Mrs. C. H. Neal and son,
Max
well leave Friday morning for New'
York, where they will remain for the
winter.
Maxwell will enter
the
Horace Mann school.
Miss Sarah Pickens and Hall Grant
were married Friday evening by Rev.
II. A. Childs at the parsonage. Miss
Pickens is the cnly daughter cf Geo.
Pickens and has been employed as
bookkeeper by E. I. Herrick and lat
er at Grant’s Camps. Mr. Grant is
the son of Ed Grant and is assoc
iated with his father at
Grant’s
Camps. The young couple left Sat
urday morning for Kennebago. Their
many friends offer congratulations.
Oscar Ross had the misfortune to

have his shoulder broken
Tuesday
afternoon.
He was -engaged in haul
ing gravel from the bank betiind
Carlton’s house and in some way
the horse kicked him knocking him
down and breaking his sl oulder and
cutting his face badly.
Dr.
Ross
was called and reduced the fracture.
Donald Mat: ieson -left Wednesday
morning for Liberty, Me., where lie,
will teach school.
Mrs. Geo. Russell accompanied her
daughter, Bertha to Lewiston W ed
nesday.
Mrs. Albert Drew and little daugh
ter have returned home after spendin0- a few weeks with Mrs. Drew’s
mother, Mrs. Etta Dill. '
Kenwood, the little son of Mr. and
Mrs. (>*. R. Rowe has Ipeen
quite
ill the past week.

WELDITES BE
SIEGE RUMFORD
Red Cross Nurses Invited to the
Sumptuous Repast.
On Thursday evening, September 9,
an army of Weldites under command
of Brigadier General Chester Blunt,
ably •assisted by Field
Marshall
Fredk. Whiten, Henry Swett, Cleff
Maxwell, Harry Trask, Mr.
Spamlioofd, Roy Works and Irvin Maxwell,
charged through Carthage and Dixfie
stormed Rumford Falls which, capitu
lated without firing a gun or without
loss of life.
The army visited the
Grand Opera House and saw Francis
X. Bushman and Beverley Bayne go
through their dramatic stunts
as
oortrayed on the screen, and after
the performance the officers enjoyed
a sumptuous repast to which they in
vited the following Red Cress nurses
Mrs. Lecn Blunt, Mrs. Chester Blunt,
Mrs. Fredk. Whiten,
M.rs. Harry
Trask, Mrs. Henry Swett, Mrs. Cleff
Maxwell and the Misses Angie Swett,
Dorothy and Katherine Swett, Lucille
Ladd, Corinne and Marguerite Fades
and Miss Trevethen.
The army voted the affair a stun
ning success aaid at midnight
the
rapid fire cars took the victorious
company back to the Weld camps.
It is rumored that on the following
day a great delegation of Weldites
will go over to the Falls and see the
“ Fallstaffiahs” defeat the champion
‘‘Portlands,” or vice v^rsa.
Harrison C. Fales.

NOTES FROM
HOTEL EARLEY
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Sebec Lake, Sept. 14.—This glor
ious early autumn weather finds still
a. goodly number of guests at the
Hotel Earley who are enjoying the
few remaining weeks of fishing at
the famous salmon pool at the head
of Sebec Lake.
J. L. Freese recently landed three
fine salmon in the pool, all of them
taking the Parmaclienee Bell, which,
seems to be the favorite at this
place.
Geo. W. Schaefer captured a fine
5-pound salmon, also two others
weighing 2y2 pounds each, Septem
ber 6th.
Harry Drummond caught a 5-pcund
pickerel which he had baked
and
served for the hotel family.
Paul
Freese brought in a fine lot cf
ducks and together with a contribu
tion of trout and salmon made up a
real fish and game dinner
which
was greatly enjoyed—with the prom
ise of partridge next week on the bill
of fare.
Mr. and Mrs. Vaughn Hamilton of
Boston, with their guide, Ernest
Bearce, arrived September 7th from
a trip to the Buttermilk and Bur
den- ponds.
They report fine fish
ing, fine weather and a very enjoy
able time.
Other recent guests include: Mr.
and Mrs. C. G. Chalmers and four
children of Bangor; Mr. and
Mrs.
F. D. Sargent, Bwampsoott, Mass.;
M'rs- Edith Nelson and Master Man
ual Nelson, Lc.s Angeles, Cal.; Mr.
and Mtrs. J. H. Willett, Jack Willett,
Lynn, Mass.; Robert Morse, Mrs. F.
H. Drummond, Bangor; C. W. Meadoweroft, Dr. Geo. C. Hanna and John
Shaw of Frankford, Pa.

QUITE A PARTY
STILL IN CAMP
Some Record

Fish

Are

Being

Taken.

month and partridges after the 14th,
afford abundant variety for the
sportsmen, cn. the water, in
the
woods and at the camp table.
Men and women of the city, lay
aidde your business cares and wor
ries, harken to “ The Call of
the
Wild” and join the army of the Allegash.

(Special Correspondence.)
The
Barker,
Mooselockmeguutic
Lake, September 15.—During the last
ten days more than 100 people w o
have been enjoying log cabin
life
here for weeks have returned home.
There are however quite a party Partridge Hunters Out in Force
still in camp and the hotel Will not
and Many Birds Seen.
close until the last of the month,
after the most successful
season
(Special Correspondence.)
since Capt. Barker opened the place.
Bald Mountain Camps, MooselookThose who have been here were so
meguntic Lake, September 15.—To-,
much pleased with the place
they
day the partridge hunters are out on
did not leave until they engaged
the old woed roads, and as birds
their camp for 1916.
have been seen in all directions, it
S. Simonson of New York has is thought there will be a brace of
come for liis usual September fish birds hung in the Ice house to-night.
ing, after a stay at Belgrade. Chas.
Mr. and Mrs. J. RicJhie of Orange,
Record his old guide lias only netted N. J., who came in May continues to
one record fish for him yet, a 4y2 bring im the fish,
Mrs. Richie land
pound salmon, but is expecting to ed a 3-pound one this week.
bring in an 8-pounder later.
Mr. and -Mrs. Everett R. Josselyn
E.
A. Guinzburg records a
41/2of Portland, who have been in Ox
pound salmon this week.
Dr. Stern ford Bear Camp for several weeks,
of Philadelphia'one 3y2 pounds. E. went home Monday.
Thompson of same city one
4%
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Taylor of
pounds and a 4-pounder.
Wellesley, Mass., are new at their

WILL SOON BEGIN
ON NEW CAMPS

Miss Marion B. Blovensteim, a sist
er cf Mrs. Sami. Litt, the day be
fore going home, with Webb Boulter
guide, landed one 4% pounds.
Capt. F. C. Barker is entertaining
i.is daughter, Mrs. Ray I-Iarnden and
baby, Dorothy of Rangeley, also his
sister, Miss Mary P. Barker and Miss
Abbie. F. Carpenter cf Portland and
Miss Bertha I. fo o re of Andover for
the remainder of the September days
Mirs. Wm. Boulter of Rangeley was
here for the week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Bush, Miss
Anna Plummeh of New' York and
Louis Potter of Chicago are spend
ing two weeks in Pine Tree Camp.
Mr. and Mrs. Emil Heller of New
York, who came early in the season,
and have had a large party with
them, left for Newport this morning
after a delightful summer in Lynn
Lodge and plan to return next year.
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Driscolt and
bahy of Newton, Mass., after a stay
of two weeks go heme to-day.
Dr. Richard Lewisohn of
New
York came last week to spend the
remainder of the season with his
family.
Coming by automobile, Mr.
and
Mrs. George H. Gcss of Lewiston,
Mr. and Mrs.. C. O. Dearborn
and
Mrs. H. M. Packard of Auburn spent
Sdnday here.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Hayman of
Brookline and Miss W. Louis of New
York have been spending
several
days here.
Alex Sanger of Dallas, Texas, lias
been visiting his son, Eljihu A.
Sanger and family, who came
in
June and will not return to their
southern home until the last of the
monjih, and their summer has been
so pleasant here at The Barker t'-ey
l ave engaged the same cabin
for
another year.
Hon^ Arthur B. Chapin of Boston,
who was here in May has returned,
accompanied!) y his nephew, Edward
C. Whiting of Holyoke, Mass.

WITH THE
ALLEGASH ARMY

(Special to Maine Woods.) ^
North East Carry, Me., Sept. 14.—
Recent parties, with their guides,
booking at North East Carry, en
route for the Allegash include:
J.
O. Schwartz, P. E. Bass, Mrs. H.
Weingart, M. Scliollerfels and Mr.
and Mrs. S. A. Kirkman, New York
City; J. J. Gibbons, P. F. Houston,
R. F. McHugh and J. C. Regers of
Philadelphia; J. Linwood
Badger,
W. Morrill Bearce, Orrin
Haskell
and Stacy Maxfield of
Pittsfield,
Me.; Mrs. Alfred Boswcrtih,
Elgin.
111.; Florence Nesbil, Chicago; Harold
T. Magee, South Bebhlehem, Pa.; D.
H. Leith, Autre Valley, Pa., and R.
G, Hutton of Brunswick, Maine.
The tide of travel along this fam
ous fvaterway is scarcely yet ont be
ebb and many more parties will em
bark ere the season closes. Septem
ber is really the best month in the
woods.
The weather is usually not
too hot or cold, fishing in the river
Does Away W it h Misdeals.
A Frenchman has invented a ma and brooks up till the 15th, and in
chine for dealing cards that Is said to the ponds and lakes all of the
make misdeals impossible.
month, while duck shooting all the

leg cabin near C. N. Fitts’ . Mr. Tay
lor is one of the leading artists con
nected with the Ladies’ Home Jour
nal.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis A. Wallon and
daughter, Miss Wallon of Boston
have taken Camp Zoo for the re
mainder of September.
It is the
first time the ladies have ever been
in camp and they are much pleased
with life here.
Mrs. W allon’s sister
and husband, Mr. and Mrs. George
Heintz of Winchester, Mass., came
with them in a Winton •Six
auto,
and they were surprised to find such
good roads so far back in the wilder
ness.
The ladies are the fisher
men and every day come in with all
they want for the table and spend
most of the day out in the open.
A number of people have engaged
camps for the last cf this month and
Proprietor Ellis will keep open until
October.
A crew of workmen are busy clean
ing the underbrush in the woods be
tween tlie camps and road, and will
scon begin work for the new camps
on the lake shore below the dining
room.

“ MAINE WOODS”
HELPS ON HOT DAYS
Phi la. Pa., Sept. 13, lhlo.
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
Enclosed find my check for Maine
Woods to July 16.
I cannot wait
for the next issue it is so interest
ing to me, having spent . my vacat
ion in the old
state for several
years and wish I were there right
now, as it is now 90 in the shade
here, and no shade, but when I look
at ycur paper, wdiich just came in,
I can imagine I am casting a “ Silv
er Doctor” in some shady pool
at
Loon Lake and it helps some if
ycur imagination is strong enough.
Yours,
O. M. Preston.
wnE&ttrin&t*?.., -znaaim

tJM a n y a towering
business success owes
its first strides to the
little modest want ad,
t i m i d l y b i d d i n g for
customers.
<2 Your little business
may be helped to suc
cess in the same way.
f j J M a i l a d s a r e t he
“ Bargain Counter” of
newspaper space, and
you should have your
share of the benefits.

